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ABSTRACT
Increasingly, research in the field of engine design has focused on the potential use of alternative
fuels. Naturai gas has always been a favourite choice, and recently there has b e n considerable interest
in making use of this fuel in a direct injection stratified charge (DISC) engine. Previous research has

shown t h a t ignition in such an engine can onIy be made possibIe with the use of some method of ignition
assist (e.g. a glow plug). Optimisation of a glow plug assisted

DISC

engine chamber requires knowledge

of gaseous jet properties and their relative implications on ignition and combustion. -More precisdy,
understanding of the gaseous jet properties is needed to aid in determining optimum placement of the
ignition assist device (giow plug). Extensive experimentation was carried out involving the injection of
two different gases t hrough four differen t nozzles into a pressurised, heated corn bustion cham ber. Data
obtained frorn these experiments was used to show the seif-similarity of injected gaseous jets. The
concept of jet self-similarity demonstrated that jet shape could be predicted for any combination of
nozzle exit conditions. chamber conditions and nozzle orifice dimensions. This provides a useful tool for
determining optimal glow plug placement in a naturai gas fueled

DISC

engine. Tests were also c a m e d

out in which the interaction between a methane jet and an activated glow plug was studied. Resuits
from the studq- have shown t hat under the right conditions the gaseous jet is deflected towards. and
eventuallÿ attaches itself to. the glou. plug. This behaviour is promising, because it provides favourable
conditions for ignition of the fuel jet. Knowledge gained from the results of these experiments can be
used in the future design of a natural gas fueled glow plug assisted direct injection stratified charge
engine.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Increasing concern of the effect of human activity on the environment has led t o ever intensifying
scrutiny on our daily activities. One particular area that has drawn attention is t h a t of automotive
emissions. Over the past century, widespread use of the automobile as a means of transportation has
lead to an increase in the emission of harmfu1 pollutants to the atmosphere. To combat this growing
problem, increasingly s t ringent emission standards have been put into legislation. These standards
define the legal lirnits of tailpipe emissions from a vehicle. Harmful ernissions include hydrocarbons

(HC), oxides of nitrogen (NO,), carbon monoxide (CO), and particulate matter (soot). In the USA
engines are tested under standardised conditions according to the Federal Test Procedure (FTP) and
rnust satisfy the limits imposed for their respective vehicle class [l].Table 1.1 shows the FTP standards
for heavy duty commercial Diesel vehicles (> 8500 lbs approved g r o s vehicle weight

(AGWV)).

It can

be seen that the standards become increasingly stringent as the year 1998 approaches.
Introduction of these standards has prompted research into the potential of alternative luels. One
such fuel t h a t has received considerable attention is natural gas. Natural gas is one of Canadams
natural resources. It has a s t rong distribution infrastructure that ensures its widespread availability
and reasonable cost. Previous experiments with natural gas engines have demonstrated promise in

Tabie 1. I : Y.S. Emission Limits-Diesel Ponrered Heavy Commercial Vehicles ( > 8.5001bs AGVW ) [l].
Uodei Year

i HC 1 'IO, 1 CO 1

Particulates

II

"Urban buses 0-1 g/bhp-hr.
terrns of performance, improved fuel efficiency, and reduced pollutant emissions [-2,3.4,5,6.

il.

Results

have shown r h a t natural gas is indeed an attractive alternative t o fuels such as diesel and gasoline.

1.1

A Natural Gas F'ueied Direct Injection Stratified Charge Engine

Natural Gas h a s been tested as an alternative fuel in a variety of engine configurations. The four
main engine types include the traditional premixed charge spark ignition engine. the lean burn engine.
the dual-fuel/pilot injection engine. and the stratified charge engine (currently under development).
Significant research has been done on these engines, however the most promising of t hese, the direct
injection stratified charge engine requires further development in order t o redise its full potentid.
The vast majority of naturai gas engines in use today are premixed charge spark ignition engines

;]. While spark ignited

particulate and NO, emissions

(SI)
l,

engines have significant advkntages over diesel engines in terms of

t here are several drawbacks with respect to performance. Prernixed

SI engines suEer 30% lower power output than equivalent

size diesel engines due t o knock

' limita-

tions [2]. In addition, SI engines suffer high pumping losses, due t o the need t o throttle the intake

air at part load condtions. T h g e factors result in a 15 t o 30% reduction in volumetric efficiency as
compared to Diesel engines [2, 91. Another significant drawback of the sr engine. if i t is run at or near
'Stoichiometric engines have a NO, emission advancage only if equipped with a tbree-way catalyst.
'Knock is the uncontrolled detonacion of end gases in the combustion diamber. The &ects of knock depend on its
severity, ranging h m audible engine noise to severe engine damage [8].

stoicliiometric air/fuel ratios. is the relatively high fuel consumption r2, 91.
Improvernents have been made in fuel consumption with the development of lean burn

SI

engines.

Experiments were carried o u t by Larsen a n d Wallace [IO] on a 3.1 litre lean burn natural gas SI V-6
engine. T h e engine operated a t fuel/air equivalence ratios a s low as 0.63, with NO, levels ranging from

0.539 t o 0.558 g/kWh at full. and part loads. respectively [IO]. This is a significant improvement over
conventional stoichiometric gas engines which produce NO, emissions between 10 and 20 g/kWh [Il].
Charlton e t al. [Il] have developed a single cylinder divided chamber iean burn engine that has
also demonstrated irnprovements in bot h NO, emissions and fuel consumption.

While lean burn

engines d o hold promise in terms of fuel efficiency and NO, emission, they still suffer in terrns of fuel
consumption at part-load as a result of intake throttling, and limitations d u e to knocli considerations.
More information on lean burn engine technology can be obtained from reference [7].
Direct injection natural gas engines offer superior potentiai for performance and emission benefits.
In a DI engine, fuel is injected directly into t h e combustion chamber when t h e piston is at top dead
centre (TDC).

Engine torque is controlled by varying the amount of fuel per cycle, with the air

flow essentidly unchanged. This eliminates the need for throttling at part-load conditions. thereby

reducing pumping losses and increasing t h e overall mechanical efficiency as compared t o premixed
charge engines [12]. Further benefits a r e derived from the charge stratification t h a t occurs when the
fuel is injected at TDC. This charge stratification affords the existence of localiseci regions of flammable
mixture in a n overall lean mixture; such a n engine can be run at very lean equivalence ratios. thereby
minimising fuel consumption. A stratified mixture also provides excellent knock tolerance, allowing for
the use of increased compression ratios a n d hence better volumetric efficiencies [13,141. Conventional
DI diesel engines, however, have been plagued with high particulate and

NO, emissions relative t o

SI

engines [15, 7, 12, 161. Another problem is the secalled NO,-particulate t r a d e o E efforts to reduce

NO, have often lead t o a corresponding increase in particulate emissions [15, 16, li]. T h e reduction of

these pollutant emissions is of urgent importance in securing the future of the direct injection engine.
A natural gas Fueled direct injection stratified charge

(DISC)

engine holds t h e most promise in

addressing all of these concerns. Xatural gas has already exhibited substantial reductions in NO,
COz a n d HC ernissions when used in premLued charge engines. Furthermore, methane is known t o
be clean burning and hence promises success in the quest t o d u c e particulate ernissions [18]. Direct
injected glow plug ignition assisted natural gas engines have been developed by Willi and Richards [2],
and Aesoy a n d Valland [5]. Initial results in both cases have indeed shown a s u bstantial reduction
in particulate ernissions. Moderate reductions in NO, were also achieved, attributable to t h e lower
adiabatic fiame temperature of CH4 relative t o diesel fuel. These reductions were achievable without
much sacrifice in performance [5,

4.

T h e CO and HC ernissions, which a r e generally very low for

diesel engines, were slightly higher for t h e glow plug assisted engines. Simultaneous reduction of al1 of
these pollutant constituents does require further study and is t h e uitirnate goal of this project.

The direct injection combustion process is a compler one. The complexity of the problem is
enhanced with the introduction of natural gas as the engine fuel. T h e goal of this thesis is to learn
more a b o u t some of t h e factors governing t h e injection and combustion processes in a natural gas DISC
engine. This information will aid in t h e optimisation of combustion chamber design.

1.1.1

The Need for Ignition Assist

.-\major roadblock t o the development of a natural gas fueled DISC engine is the high temperature

needed for t h e autoignition of natural gas. To achieve a reasonable ignition delay of l e s than 2 ms, a
compression temperature of 1200 t o 1300 K is required [18].This translates t o a compression ratio in
excess of 26:l which is impractical with respect t o meehanical/therrnaJ loading. Hence the design of
natural gas fueled

DrSC

engine will need t o include the use of some method of ignition assist.

Commonly, pilot fuel injection (dual fuel) systems have been used as a method of achieving reliable

ignition [19. 201. In such a system. a separate injection of diesel fuel is used as an ignition source for
the natural gas. Conceptually this is an elegant solution; a small amount of pre-injected diesel easily
autoignites. hence igniting the stratified natural gas mkture. The problem is that dual fuel engines
require a corn plex injection system and are generaliy only feasible for larger engines. The complexity
has been reduced somewhat by Hi11 et a1.[21.

191 who have developed a single body dual fuel injecter,

thereby eliminating the need for two injectors. Zionetheless, the need to carry two fueis is undesirable
with respect to fuel storage and refueling. Hence, a reliable single fuel system would be ideal.
Spark ignition is another option for ignition assist. As of this writing, there has been no attempt
to use spark ignition in a natural gas fueled D I X engine. Recently, however, Mitsubishi has developed
a direct injection gasoline engine in an attempt to reap sorne of the benefits t raditionally reserved for
diesel engines ( i e . high specific power. fuel economy) [22]. The design relies heavily on air motion as
a means of achieving an ignitable mixture at the spark. Selim et al. have performed computational

analysis of the effects of air motion; the results are discussed in reference [23]. To achieve reliable
ignition over the wide range of loads and speeds, a consistently ignitable mixture in the vicinity of the
spark is required. This demands extensive effort in the area of combustion chamber design 122. 231.
Apart from design concerns. there is the problem of coping with the large percentage of premixed
charge in the overall mixture. (A large amount of mixing is required to achieve ignition at the spark
over the full operating range). The corresponding increase in pre-rnixed burning would Iikely result
in a sharp rise in pressure, and heat release [24]. This is undesirable in terms of noise, smoothness

of operation, and NO, production [25, 261. .As a side note, spark ignition systems are generaily
undesirable for use in heavy duty vehicles because of their maintenance requirernents.
An alternate method of ignition assist involves the use of a hot surface such as a hot pipe or a
glow plug. The hot surface is kept well above the autoignition temperature of the fuel and acts as
an ignition point for the combustible mixture. There are two primary differences between hot surface

ignition and spark ignition. First, a spark hasi a much higher energy density than a hot surface,
hence providing for relatively easy ignition of lammable mixtures. However, ensuring the existence
of a flammable mixture in the relatively small spark region may be difficult. The second prirnary
difference is the effective surface a r e a A hot surface has the advantage of providing a relatively large
surface over which ignition can occur. The lower energy density of the surface, (relative to the spark)
can be overcorne with proper charge preparation.

The use of a glow plug, as opposed to

a spark

plug, would considerably reduce complexity with respect to cornbustion chamber design. Hot surface
ignition has been used with some success in hydrogen engines [27], methanol engines [28], and more
recently in natural gas DISC engines [5, 21.
This report will investigate the use of a glow plug as a means of achieving ignition for use in a
natural gas

DISC

engine. The combustion process in a glow plug assisted engine is considerably more

complex than that in a conventional diesel engine. IR a standard diesel fueled DI engine, autoignition
occurs simultaneously at a multitude of points within the combustion chamber. The remainder of
the mixture is then burned rapidly as combustion spreads from the multiple ignition points [12]. In,
contrast, in a glow plug assisted combustion chamber, ignition occurs at a single point; the flame must
t hen propagate t hrough the remaining mixture. Overlean regions in the mixture can Iead to flame
quenching, preventing full consumption of the mixture. Incomplete combustion of the mixture results
in high HC emissions, and poor efficiency. In such an engine, mixing wouid play a key role in ensuring
satisfactory, repeatable combustion. Furthermore, achieving ignition is by no means a trivial excercise.
The optimisation of geometry ( L e . placement of the glow plug), as well as injection parameters (e-g.
injection pressure, nozzle hole diameter), is critical. The challenge is to inject the fuel such t h a t
the flammable part of the jet is exposed to the glow plug, thereby producing favourable conditions
for ignition. Following ignition, combustion chamber Bow and fuel/air mixture properties are key in
ensuring complete combustion. Extensive work has been carried out to characterise fuel jet properties

and the resultant implications on combustion chamber design [13,29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 21, 19, 141. This

will be discussed in further d e t d in Chapter 2.

1.2

Thesis Objective

The objective of this thesis is to use flow visualisation techniques (described in Chapter 3) to learn
more about injection processes in a naturai gas fueled, glow plug assisted DISC engine. The parameters
under examination include jet flow characteristics, combustion chamber geometry, and flow conditions.
Gaseous fuel jet development and penetration will be examined as a function of time and nozzle
diameter. Injections will be carried out in asimple cylindrical chamber, under high and Iow (quiescent),
swirl conditions. Following this, a hot glow plug will be plxed in the m w n g region at the jet periphery
(in an inert environment), and the interaction between the two will be observecl. In addition t o
enhancing the understanding of gas jet propertier, this will provide preiiminary dues to optimum glow
plug placement.

These experiments involve the high pressure injection of methane into a preheateà charge of nitrogen. Injections will be performed for a variety of glow plug positions. Glow plug orientation can be
varied two ways: 1. There are two radial positions (distance from jet t o nozzle outlet) at which the
glow plug can be tested; 2. the injector tip can be rotated thus changing the angular position of the
nozzle hole with respect t o the glow plug.

The aforementioned experiments wili be carried out for three different nozzle hole sizes. Flow field
effects will be examined by conducting tests under both swirl and quiescent conditions. Results from
t hese experiments will be used to validate computational results obtained by Tang (341 at the Engine

Research and Developrnent Lab ( E R D L ) in 1997.
T h e development of experimental apparatus and procedures. leading to the ultimate fulfillment of

the objectives of this t hesis are describecl in the subsequent chapters. The organisation is as foiiows:

Chapter 2 &uses

the factors a f k t i n g ignition and combustion in DI engine. Gaseous jet

properties and their implications on DISC engine design are dso discussed.
Chapter 3 describes the apparatus used and developed in the course of this study. Experimentd

design and development of data acquisition hardware and software are described in detail.
Experimental methodolgies are discussed in Chapters 4, 5 , 6 and 7. Experiments carried out
to characterise the soienoid actuated gaseous fuel injector are described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5
Iays out the procedure used to evaluate the charge heating and preparation system. The design

and im plementat ion of flow visualisation ex periments t hat examineci gaseous fuel injection events is
discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

Chapter 8 summarises the resutts for a11 of the experiments carried out in this study.
Chapter 9 provides conclusions and recommendations based o n results obtained from experiments

and

&O

based on experience gained in the dwign and implementation of those experiments.

Chapter 2

Factors Affecting Combustion in a

Natural Gas DISC Engine
Cdmbustion in a compression ignition engine occurs in four stages (refer to Figure 2.1).

T h e first

stage is t h e ignition delay period. This is defined as the period between t h e s t a r t of injection and
t h e s t a r t of combustion. The injected fuel combines with t h e cornpressed air charge but d o s not

burn. This stage is characterised by atomisation of the fuel, and/or mixing of t h e fuel vapour ivith
t h e high temperature cornpressed a i r [36, 121. T h e second stage, otherwise known as the premised
or rapid combustion phase, consists of t h e rapid burning of t h a t p a r t of t h e fuel which has mis&
t o within Aammable limits during t h e ignition delay period. Premixed burning occurs primariIy on
the fringes of the fuel spray. This second stage is characterised by high burning rates, which

rrstttt

in rapid pressure rise and high heat release rates within the cylinder (note t h e heat release spikv iri
Figure 2.1) [36. 12. 24. 371. T h e premixed stage accounts for approximately 25% of the total
released in a single combustion cycle

p-1, 121.

T h e remainder of t h e heat release occurs du rifi..

!it*.it

t !.B.

third stage of combustion, the diffusion. o r mixing controIIed combustion phase. During t his p11.1.-..
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the remaining portion of the fuel, which bas not yet mixed with sufficient air to ignite and burn,
is consumed- The fuel and air burns as as it mixes to within flammable limits.

which burns as it is injected.

This includes fuel

The characteristic rates of burning, and hence, pressure rise and heat

release rates, are considerably Iower during this phase than in the premixed phase. As shown in
Figure 2.1, diffusion burning dominates the combustion event [36, 12, 24, 371. In the fourth stage, the

late combustion phase, heat release continues into the expansion stroke at a lower rate. Some unburned
fuel remaining from the previous stages, as Weil as fuel rich combustion products, are burned during
this phase [12].

The phase which has the greatest overd influence on engine performance is the fint phase, the
ignition delay period. E-xperimental work has shown that ignition delay plays a significant role in
defining cold start characteristics, en&= no&, and light load pollutant formation (by influencing the

maximum temperature reached during the prernixed combustion phase) [26]. The length of the ignition
deiay period determines the degree of premived burning that occurs. A long delay provides time for

significknt fuel/air mixing to occur, hence resulting in a large premixed burn fraction. This leads to
very rapid burning rates with high rates of pressure rise and high peak pressures [12]. Suc6 conditions

11

cause an increase in NO, emissions, seduced engine efüciency, and damage to mechanicd components
such as piston rings and bearings [38]. For short ignition delays, ignition occurs before m a t of the fuel
is injected. Combustion is then controiled by the rate of fuel injection and fuel/air rnixing. The heat

release and pressure rise are much more gradua1 resulting in smoother engine operation [12]. Hence,
the key t o achieving smooth, reliable engine operation is to minimise the ignition delay. For optimum
performance the ignition delay should be l e s than 2 m s [12, 181. As discussed in Chapter 1, this may
present a challenge because of t h e high temperatures required for reüable autoignition of natural gas.

This chapter will explore the major factors affecting ignition delay and subsequent combustion in a
natural gas

DISC

engine. The properties of gaseous jets, and the relevant implications on combustion

chamber design wil also be discussed.

2.1

Factors Affecting Ignition Delay

This section examines the relative effects of charge temperature, chamber pressure, fuel composition
and combustion chamber 0ow field conditions on ignition delay.

2.1.1

Intake Charge Temperature

Intake charge temperature is widely accepted as being the most influentid factor in determining
ignition delay in diesel engines. Colella et al. [36]studied the influence of charge temperature on
diesel combustion in a rapid compression machine. ignition delay was found t o exhibit an esponential
decay with increasing temperature. Experiments, by Pinson et al. [39], studying the effect of intake
temperature on soot formation found that an increase in temperature served to decrease the ignition
delay, thus reducing the premixed burn fraction. Solbirg and Litzinger [37]examined the effect of

temperature on combustion for swirl and quiescent conditions. Results indicated that raising intake
temperatures led to a decrease in the ignition delay. peak rate of prernixed burning and premixed

12

fraxtion. In addition, the increase in temperature resuited in a smoother transition between premixed

and diffusion burning, particularly for the high swirl case. With regard t o natural gas combustion.
Westbrook and Pitz, as cited by Fraser et al. [18],have determined that gas temperatur-. and fuel
composition were the most important factors in reducing ignition delay; with initial chamber pressure
playing a lesser role.
For a naturai gas DISC engine, temperature is cdical in achieving ignition. Experimental work by

Fraser et al. [l8] revealed t h a t temperatures between 1200 K and 1300 K were required t o achieve
reasonable autoignition times ( L e . 5 2 ms). With bottom dead centre (BDC)conditions of 325 K

and 1 atm, the required compression ratio would need to be as high as 32:1, which is unreasonable
in terms of mechanical and thermal loading. Hence, a rnethod of ignition assist is required for a
natural gas

DISC

engine. For this study, a glow plug was used. Even with the use of a glow piug,

charge preheating may stiil be necessary. Experiments by Aesoy and Valland [5] b u n d t h a t when the
compression temperature was increased, lower glow plug surface temperatures were required to achieve
the same ignition deiay. Higher charge temperatures were also found t o increase the rate at which the

Barne propagated to the rest of the premixed fuel jet. Numericd modeliing by Tang [4O] indicated
that charge temperatures above 900 K were required t o achieve ignition below the 2 m s thresholdIn summary, both charge temperature and gbw plug temperature are key factors in reducing ignition
delay.

2.1.2

Combustion Chamber Pressure

Combustion chamber pressure has been shown to affect the ignition delay of natural gas mixtures
(without ignition assist devices such as glow plugs). The effect is minor, however. i n cornparison to
that of temperature. Experiments by Naber et al. [.II]and numerical modelling by Agarwall and Assa.

nis [38], have examined the ramifications of increasing the ambient density (pressure) of the gas in t lie

combustion chamber. In both cases, an increase in density resulted in an approxirnately first order d e
crease in ignition delay. By cornparison, ignition delay demonstrateci a strong Arrhenius temperature
dependence, resuiting in a n order of magnitude change for a 20% temperature increase [U]. Experiments by Siebers [42] and Fraser et al. [18] further support these results. Tests over pressure ranges

of 20 to 50 atm and 5 to 55 atm showed that pressure had little effect on ignition when compared to
t h a t of temperature.

2.1.3

Riel composition

Natural gas consists primarily of methane, but also contains varying concentrations of ethane, propane.
and small amounts of other higher hydrocarbons. Vôrying t h e composition of natural gas has been
shown to have a significant effect on ignition delay. More precisely, increasing the concentration of
ethane and other higher hydrocarbons in naturd gas mixtures has resulted in substantial decreases in
ignition delay [18,51. Results show t h a t pure methane requires an ignition delay period of up t o

two

t o three times longer than that of commercial n a t u r d gas mixtures [5, 381.
Hence. experiments involving ignition should use compressed pure methane gas as the injected fuel.

The reason for this choice is two-foid. First of ail, it removes the problem of fuel variability.

hence

reducing the number of unknowns in the experiments. Secondly, it represents the worst case scenario
for a natural gas DIX engine. If reliable ignition could be achieved with pure methane, then as good
or better reliability can be realised with commercial naturai gas mixtures.

2.1.4

Combustion Chamber Flow Field Conditions

In a conventionai

DI

diesel engine. the effects of swirl a t normal engine speeds are small. H o w e ~ i ~. trr .

low engine speeds, the ignition delay is decreased because of enhanced mixing and fuel evaporation

r.114~-

obtained with swirl [12]. Erperiments by Shundoh et al. [16] examining the effects of air motion s l i o ~ ~ . ~ . ~ ~
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that for a high swirl environment, ignition delay was shortened. As a result, the degree of premixed

burning was decreased. Similar experiments by Solbirg and Litzinger [37]compared the relative e k t s
of charge temperature and swirl. Combustion photography and shadowgraph photography showed that
a high degree of swirl enhanced fuel/air mixing. Such mixing resulted in a slight increase in the peak
rate of premixed burning. Swirl

&O

affecteci the dinusion burning stage. In fact, for t h e high swirl

case, temperature was found t o have little influence during this stage, indicating that the mixing
effects overshadowed the temperature effects. Thus, for conventional DI diesel engines, swirl not only
has an effect on ignition delay, but also on the subsequent stages of combustion due t o swirl-enhanceci

mixing.
The effects of swirl on natural gas combustion in a

DISC

engine are not yet fully understood.

However, studies have been done on the effects of swirl on gaseous jet development and growth. Turns
and Rau [43] define a jet-teswirl momentum Aux ratio. given by

where, da is the injector nozzle orifice diameter and L is a characteristic dimension of the swirling
flow (e-g. the chamber radius for a centrally located injector). p, and
locity, respectively, p, is the chamber gas density and

Uo are the jet density and

r, is the mean tangential swirl velocity.

ve-

'The

jet-to-swirl momentum flux ratio, G. is essentially a measure of the swirl intensity relative to t h e q.u
jet momentum (i.e. a high

G represents low swirl. and vice versa). Turns and Rau found

thnt ti>r

low momentum flux ratios, a gas jet penetrating into the chamber was significantly sliewed i n

t!ttn

direction of the swirling cross flow. Experiments by Cassidy [44], using a water analog mode!. r ~ 9 i l ~ l i . t
similar results; as G was decreased, the jets became increasingly asymmetric. Furthermore. f i i r

i l $\\

flux ratios the jet did not penetrate as far into chamber as for high flux ratios. Hence, for loiwr r i i .

ratios, t h e swirl had a greater etfeet on t h e penetration and iïkely resulted in greater air/fuel mixing.
Turns and Rau, however, found t h a t jet penetration exhibiteci only a weak dependence on jet-teswirl
momentum flux ratio, indicating t h a t initiai jet velocity and orifice diameter are the principal parameters controlling jet penetration [43]. Computational simulations performed by Tang [45] examined
t h e effects of swirl o n mixture formation for a natural gas jet. For a centrally located injector, t h e
swirl had little impact on t h e fuel jet near t h e injector where t h e jet momentum is high relative to t h e
swirl momentum. Further into the chamber, the jet entrained air causing it t o slow down, a n d bend
in the direction of t h e swirüng air. This resuited in further spreading of the fuel, thereby increasing
t h e fuel-air mixing rate [45].
Mixture formation and jet development are very important in t h e context of n a t u r d gas Drsc
engine design. In particular, a great ded needs t o be understood about jet mWng and development
in order t o optimise the combustion chamber design in terms of both glow plug placement and injection parameters. Section 2.2 discusses some important concepts of jet behaviour and their relative
implications on combustion chamber design.

2.2

Gaseous Jet Properties

Gaseous jet behaviour and its implications on combustion chamber design

h a received considerable

attention in recent years. Most present day direct injection engines have been optimised for use with
liquid fuels. T h e optimal configuration may be different than what is required for gaseous fuels.
Experiments by Abraham and Bracco [li]examined t h e relative effects of combustion on liquid and
gaseous fuel jets. Results showed tliat Fuel-air mixing and burning rates were initially sloiver for gas
jets than for liquid sprays. Holwver. burning and mixing rates of t h e gaseous jets in the s u bsequent

stages of combustion increased i n cornparison with liquid fuel sprays. Initiaily, the liquid jet

w,as

niore

effective at entraining air, and hence was better at ptoduang flammable mixture regions within the
combustion chamber. In the end, however, t h e liquid spray did not burn as completely a s the gas jet.
Beyond the initial stage, the gas jet e x h i b k i a higher combustion rate than that of the liquid fuel.
The relative decrease in burning rate For the liquid spray results from vaporisation of the remainder
of the liquid Fuel in the mixture. This causes an increase in the richness of the mixture behind the
Barne, leading to a smaller energy release than that exhibited by the gas jet. These results imply that
it may be possible to achieve similar overail combustion rates with direct injection of methane a s with

liquid fuels. The optimal configurations of the two systems, however, would be different in terms in
terrns of in-cylinder flow and chamber geometry [17].
In order to optimise chamber geometry and 0ow conditions for naturd gas injection, more needs to
be understood about gaseous jet properties. The following sections introduce some of the fundômentals

of gaseous jet structure and development, and their significance with respect to combustion chamber
design.

2.2.1

Transient Gaseous Jet Structure and Development

Significant contributions to the understanding of transient gaseous jet behaviour have been made by

Hyun et al. [33] and Fujimoto et al.

[46] of Doshisha University in Japan. They proposeci a jet model,

based on experimental results, consisting of four main regions. Figure 2.2 illustrates a transient gas
jet showing the four main regions; the potential core region, the main jet region. the mixing flow

region, and the dilution region [33, 461. The gaçeous jet plume is characterised by a high velocity. low
temperature core of rich unmixed fuel confined to the jet axis [13]. This core region is referred to as
the main jet region and contains the bulk of the unmixed fuel. Turbulent vortices are generated on the

periphery of the jet core as a result of shear forces exerted by the ambient air in the chamber [AG. 131-

In the region close to the nozzle exit, however, very little turbulence is generated

. This

region. the

Figure 2.2: Transient Gkoeous Jet Structure [33].
potential core region, is very stable and is chaacterised by very low mixing rates. It extends from

the nozzle exit to a distance corresponding to a z/d (penetation distance/nozzle orifice diameter)
ratio of approximately 12.5 [33]. Beyond this region, large d
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as air is entraineci into the jet, resulting in vigorous mtvng dong the jet periphery.
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This region of

enhanced milang surrounds the main jet and is referred to as the m i h g flow region. As the fuel loses
its momentum, it is pushed aside by fuel flowing from upstream. The tip of the jet expands radially,

foming the dilution region of the jet. This region corresponds to the jet tip and is characterised by
low velocities and high fuel concentrations.

Computationd sndysis by Tang [40] and experimental study by Tanabe et al. [32] have shown
that the flammable region exists only Mthin the thin Iayer around the periphery of the jet. In the

vicinity of the nozzle, the temperature is low and the jet veloüty is high; thus resulting in poor rnixing

conditions. Such conditions do not provide a favoorable environment for chernical reactions to take
place. Downstream of the nozzle, in the m w n g fiow region, the temperature in the periphery of the
jet is relatively high, and the mixture is roughly stoichiornetric. The Bow has stabilised in this area as

result of momentum change between the jet and the entrained air, which provides sufficient residence
time for a chernical reaction to occur. In summary, t h e most likely location for ignition t o take place.

and correspondingly the ideal place to install a glow plug, h in the periphery of the jet dowustream of
the potential core region [40, 321. Results from Tang [45] and Aesoy and Valland [5] further support
t his finding.

The core of the jet is Fuel rich. and

very cold.

The temperature of the core is, in fact, lower than

the fuel temperature before injection. This is due to rapid expansion of the jet at t h e nozzle exit,
and the high velocity of the jet [45]. The outer edge of the jet is higher in temperature because of
heat transfer that occurs as the hot air is entrained into the jet [45]. It would be very difficult t o

achieve ignition if an ignition assist device were to be p ~ ~ in
e dthe core of the jet because a great

deal of thermal energy input would be required to elevate t h e core to the autoignition temperature.
Furthermore, the high temperature gradient between the glow plug and the jet core would result in
short plug service life [do, -151. These conclusions by Tang [4O,451 provide some explanation for the
experimental findings of Aesoy and Valland 151 and Thring and Leet [47]. Their results showed poor
ignition characteristics for a glow plug placed in t h e direct path of the fuel jet, as Tang's model [-40.45]
predicted.

2.2.2

The Effects of Injector Nozzle Design on Riel-Air Mking

Yumerous studies have suggested tliat decreasing the injector nozzle orifice diameter is a n effective
method of increasing fuel air rnising during injection [33, 15,30, 13. 141. Jennings and Jeske i13. 141
have carried o u t extensive modelling in order to determine optimum injector design. Smaller nozzle

holes were found to be the most efficient at fuel/air rniving primarily because the fuel rich core of the
jet is srnaUer [I3]. In addition, decreasing the nozzle orifice diameter dl would reduce the length of the

potentiai core region (defined as z / d = 12-51,and hence increase the size of the mixing flow regioa [33].
Unfortunately, decreasing nozzle hole size causes a reduction in the turbulent energy generated by the
jet. Since fuel air mixing is controlled by turbulence generated at the jet boundary layer, this wiIl
offset the benefits of the reduced jet core size. Furthermore, jets emerging from smaller nozzle orifices
were shown not to penetrate as far as those emerging from larger orifices.

This decrease in penetration

means that the fuel will not be exposed to al1 of the avaiIable air in the charnber. For excessively
small nozzle size, the improvements in mixing related to decreased plume size may be negated by a
reduction in radial penetration [13].
Another significant feature of the injection flow that requires attention is the tendency of the fuel
plume to attach to the cylinder head. This behaviour is undesirable because it restricts penetration
to the chamber extremities where a large portion of the air m a s resides. Furthermore. it hampers air
entrainment from the head side of the plume because the exposed surface area of the plume is reduced.
The phenomenon responsible for the jet deflection is known as the Coanda effect. The effect
arises as a consequence of the velocity and pressure fields surrounding the jet. Low pressure areas
are formeci above and below the jet, due to the entrainment of air mass into the jet from the local

surrounding volume. Below the jet, there is significant air m a s in the volume between the piston aiid
the injecter. Above the jet, space is limited, and the air must be entrained from progressively farr t i ~ r
downstream. 4 s the jet develops. the air must eventually be entrained from the air into whicli

t l i t b

would penet rate. The entrainment flow is strong enough to deflect the fuel jet upwards. calisiw

it

attach to t h e cylinder liead. This phenomenon must be carefully avoided in the design of a n a r i m l
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combustion chamber. Though it may be impossible to avoid the Coanda effect entirely. . I v i i ~ i i ~- . i

and Jeske found that mixing was rnaximised when the nozzle tip was placed quidistarit f r o m - ' .

piston and t h e cylinder head [14].

It has b e n suggested t h a t a nozzle containing many srnail holes would provide better mixing than
a nozzle consisting of a single large hole [45, 13, 141. This hypothesis has been tested by studying
injectors with varying numbers of nozzle holes. T h e diameters of the holes were adjustecl such that
each nozzle delivered the same overdl fuel m a s flow. Computational analysis by Tang [45] exarnining
eight hole. four hole, two hole and one hole nozzles, revealed t h a t the mixing rate improved with the
number of nozzle holes. Jennings and Jeske [l4]carried out similar anaiysis for 8, 12 and 16 hole
nozzles. Contrary t o the trend, the 16 hole injector performed poorly due to plume merging. Plume

merging has a n adverse effect on mixing because the total plume surface area amilable for mixing is
decreased. Furthermore, the Coanda effect was enhanced due t o a lack of available air at the sides of
the jets. More air was entrained €rom above and below the jets leading to premature a t tachment of
the plumes t o the cylinder head. lurther hampering mixing [14].

The optimal nozzle design would be one that provided the maximum number of separate plumes.
Theoretically, a 12 hole nozzle satisfies this requirement. Unfortunately, jets emerging from a 12 Iiole
nozzle tended t o be very susceptible to the Coanda effect. Of al1 the nozzles examined. the eight hole
nozzle provided the best results [Id].
In summary, for cylinders having dimensions typical of heavy duty truck applications. an eight
hole nozzle located in the centre of the combustion chamber, a t a depth equidistant from the piston
and cylinder head, appears t o hold the niost promise for a natural gas ursc engine.

2.3

The Effect of Glow Plug Location on Ignition Delay

Glow plug location is a critical pararneter i n the optimisation of combustion chamber desigii.

.-\ci

discussed in Section 2.2.1, in order to achieve reasonable ignition delay. the glow plug 4iould be

Figure 2.3: IUustration of d i e r e n t glow plug locations tested by Tang [40].
placed in the periphery of the jet, away h m the cold rich

COR.

Tang [40] performed extensive

computational analysis to study the effect of glow plug placement on ignition delay. Seven different
glow plug locations were examinecl

a9

Uustrated in Figure 2.3. Glow plugs that were located on

the outer edge of the jet periphery, nameiy at positions C,D and E, exhibited the shortest ignition

B produced slightly longer ignition deiays because of their
.:- -.
- -dose contact with the cold, fuel rich core. Theglow plugs a t location F-and G predictably, p d u c e d
deiays. Plugs located at positions A and

I
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r
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the Iongest ignition deiays. The results are summarised in Table 2.1.

As mentioned, the glow plugs located at positions A and B performed poorly due to their prolrimity
to the cold core of the jet. A plug was tested at location C,the h e e radial distance f'm the n d e
as B,

but rotated slightly (10 deg) away from the axis of the jet. For this plug location, ignition was

-

- --.,--3'.

Table 2.1:

The Effect of Glow Plug Placement on Ignition

Delay [40]

F
Glow PIug Location

Ignition Delay
1.9 m s

2.08 ms
1.6 ms
1.36 ms
1.64 ms
> 2.0 ms
> 2.0 ms

dependent o n t h e action of air entrainment. Air surrounding the plug was heated and subwquently
entrained into t h e periphery of t h e fuel jet. A hot fiammable mixture was formed, which led t o ignition.

A ten degree change in angular orientation resulted in decrease in ignition delay from 2.1 rns t o 1.6
ms, emphasising the importance of proper glow plug placement [4O].
T h e phenomena governing ignition for t h e glow plug at position D were somewhat different than for
the glow plug at C. The air motion in the vicinity of the glow plug at D was relatively calm. The gentle
Row velocity coupled with the high temperature and roughly stoichiometric mixture concentration
provided a favourable environment for ignition. The ignition delay for the plug at D was the shortest
of a11 tested at 1.36 ms [10].
For t h e plug a t location E, the stabilised air motion in t h e tip of the jet provided excellent conditions
for rapid ignition of t h e fuel/air mixture. However, t h e total ignition delay wks slightly longer than

for

C and D because of the long physical preparation time, ( L e . the time required for the jet t o

penetrate to the plug) [.LOI. Although a glow plug located at E produces a reasonable ignition delay. it
may be inferior with respect t o subsequent flame spreading due t o i%spprxirnity to t h e chamber wail.

A Rame front approaching the wall would be quenched because of rapid heat transfer to t h e metal
surface. Furt hermore, Bames initiating further downstream (e.9. at C a n d D), would liliely spread
faster because of t h e more vigorous air motion surrounding the mixing flow region of t h e jet.

.4 final test placed the glow plug at position G, in t h e cold fuel rich core of the jet. As predicted,
this placement resulted in very long ignition delays. X large temperature gradient was found t o exist
across t h e glow plug body, which would likely lead to a shortened glow plug service life [40].
The computational analysis performed by Tang [40,451 for this project played a n instrumental
role in experiment and apparatus design, particularly in the area of glow plug placement. T h e m a t
successful glow plug Iocations. specifically -4B, C and

2.4

DTwere tested in this study.

Design Strategy

T h e knowledge gained during the research of this thesis was put t o good use both in apparatus and
experiment design. It appears t h a t the final design will consist of a n eight hole injector and bowl-inpiston combustion chamber. with a single glow plug plaçed in the periphery of the mWng flow region

of one of t h e injected fuel plumes. This study concentrated on the effect of combustion charnber
design parameters on early mixture formation and the implications on ignition delay. T h e key design
ambition is to minimise the ignition delay. For simplicity, al1 testing was carried out using only singie
liole nozzles.
Preliminary design configurations were tested on a combustion bomb t h a t simulated the combustion
chamber of a Bowditch piston type (see reference [.Le]) direct injection optically accessible engine. The
combustion bomb \vas designed such t h a t glow p l u g couid be placed a t three different radial positions.
similar t o those simulated by Tang (as outlined in [do]). The angular position of the glow plugs could
be varied by rotating the injector nozzle relative to the combustion bomb.
Gaseous fuel was injected into the bomb using a solenoid actuated gaseous fuel injector desiqned by

Green and Wallace [49]. Four interchangeable nozzles with varying orifice diameters were tested. Tite
nozzle diameters were carelully designed to give good mixing characteristics according to the principles

outüned in Section 2.2.1. Flow visualisation methods were used to study jet devefopment and jet/glow

plug interaction for three of the four nozzles using methane injecteci into an inert environment of
nitrogen gas.
T h e combustion chamber configuration eshibiting the best overdl performance will eventually be
used in tests involving the opticaliy accessible direct injection engine. The optical engine. based on
a design o r i g i n d y proposed by Bowditch [48], is presently in the later stages of development. Early

design and development of the engine components was undertaken by Alvin Cheung. Subsequent
development of the engine was performed by the author. Preliminary testing was performed on the
engine t o show "Proof of Concept' of its operation in the present configuration.
Experimental apparatus and design are discussed in greater detail in the following chapters.

Chapter 3

Apparatus and Experiment Design
The primary components of the experimental apparatus used in this study include an opticaliy accessible direct injection engine, an opticdly accessible corn bustion bomb and a solenoid act uated gaseous
fuel injector. Observation of injection and combustion events was achieved with the use of a Iiigh
speed flow visualisation and d a t a acquisition systern. This chapter outlines the design of the varioirs
pieces of apparatus used and their respective role in the experiments. T h e chapter is divided into five
main sections describing the Bow visualisation systern, the optical engine, the combustion bomb. t he
gaseous fuel injector and the com puter controlled d a t a acquisition system.

3.1

Flow Visualisation System

-4 flow visualisation systern was developed s o that in-cylinder events could be recorded and analyhibtl.

Flow visuaiisation coupled with high speed cinematography has enjoyed widespread use in

the ficlfi 4 t t '

combustion engine study, see for esainple. [XI.5 1. 52,53.54].Images obtained from visualisatioii

i :,

01.

cylinder events can be analysed to obtain quantitative and qualitative information about coiiibii.t

it

$..

engine processes. For esample. fuel jet structure and turbulent Barne structure could be olnr*~
:

26

qualitatively under varying combustion chamber conditions (e.g. temporal flame development under
high and low swirl conditions). Furthermore, knowledge of the timing of photographed events would
d o w for the calculation of flame propagation and/or jet development rates [55, 501. For this study, a
laser shadowgraph system was used in conjunction with a high speed intensifieci charge coupled device
(ICCD)

3.1.1

camera to obtain images of injection events in the combustion bomb.

The Laser Shadowgraph System

Laser shadowgraphy is an optical method of visualising gaseous âow phenornena such as gas injection
and fuel-air mixing processes [56]. Another more common method of flow visualisation is the schlieren
rnethod. These techniques are similar as they both depend on differences in density to visually define
Auid boundaries. The schlieren method is sensitive to the first derivative of density, whereas the
shadowgraph met hod is affected by the second derivative of density. Consequently, the schlieren
rnethod provides a sharper contrast than the shadowgraph method, making it the preferred choice
for most fluid visualisation applications. However, the inferior contrast of the shadowgraph poses
no great problem for engine applications since the density gradients involved are sufficiently high to
provide good contrast [54. Furt herrnore. the shadowgraph provides greater intensity t han the schlieren
method, warranting the use of low power, relatively inexpensive laser equipment.
The laser shadowgraph system \vas developed by A. Cheung. Its design and developrnent is described in detail in Chapter 5 of reference [56]. Cheung developed the system as a double p a s
recollimated shadowgraph arrangement as illustrated in Figure 3.1. In this arrangement. laser light is
focused ont0 the focal point of lens

L1

via a spatial filter (a microscope objective). Lens

the beam of light. and the coliiiriated beam passes through the test section. Changes

iii

L

colliniates

the refractive

index ( i . e . density) cause the liglit to be deffected. resulting in changes in light intensity aloiig

fltiid

contours. A mirror placeci behind the test section, on the bomb surface (or engine liead surface).

dwa of the a n W tabla for d m . )

Figure 3.1: T h e Double Pass Recollimated Shadowgraph System: (a) Arrangement for Combustion
Bomb, (b) Arrangement for Optical Engine [56].
redirects the image back through LI ont0 mirror

MI.The

reflecting surface behind the test section

is offset slightly so that the the reflected light is not coincident with the incident beam. Mirror
directs the image through lens
using the

ICCD

~3

onto the image screen [51,561. Images a t the screen are captured

camera. The sensitivity of the systern. and hence the quality of the image, can be

adjusted simply by varying si, the distance between lens

3.1.2

M*

~3

and the image screen.

The ICCD High Speed Image Acquisition System

Shadowgraph images were obtained from the bomb using the Princeton Instniments intensified charge
coupled device

(ICCD) systern.

A charge couple device

(CCD)

that converts incorning photons t o an electrical current.

h a two dimensional array of photodiodes

The intensity of the resulting image. at any

given point. is proportional to the number of photons arriving a t that point. .An intensified CCD

(ICCD)

uses a n intensifier, placed before the CCD array, t o amplify the incoming photon signal. The intensifier

power can be adjusted. as required. t o allow for image acquisition a t Iow light levels [56].

The ICCD detector system consists of four main components, the ICCD detector, the SC138 Detector
Contmller, the PG-200Pulse Genemtor, and the Win View software package. The detector consists of
the image intensifier, that amplifies the incoming light signal, and the CCD array t hat records the image.
The ST-138 Contmller performs numerous functions. It controls the CCD array, performs analog to
digital conversion on the image data, and then transfers the data to the computer. The PG-200
Pulse Genemtor generates the high voltage gate pulse that activates the Image Intensifier. The image

amplification and exposure time are controlled by varying the voltage and length of the gate pulse.

The WinView software package

acts as

the interface between t h e user and the detector, providing

instant image processing. The Win View software is also useful as an image analysiç tool. Detailed
documentation regarding the operation of the

ICCD detector

can be found in references (56, 571.

The r c c ~detector is capable of acquiring images at a very high rate, potentially providing a
temporal resolution as high as 20 n s - considerably higher than that of a conventional camera with
a mechanical shutter. For a standard system, however. the image acquisition rate is limited by the

time required for data transfer between the detector and the controller. The data transfer process can
take as long as several hundred miiliseconds, which is Far longer than the time scale of interest for
combustion events. Fortunately, the detector is capable of operating in kinetic transfer mode. which
provides a solution to this problem. -4lthough the data transfer process is slow, the rate at which data
can be shifted on the CCD array itseif is very fast. By electronicdly masking part of the CCD array,
only the small unmasked section is able to acquire the image. The image is then shifted down the
array (at roughly 1.5 ps per line). Once the first image is fully shifted out of the unmasked region, t h e
next image can be acquired. This process allows for the acquisition of 11 images in succession with
temporal resolution as high as 1.50 ps. .Ut hough kinetic t ransfer provides significant improveinent . i t
should be noted that there are other factors, inherent to the data acquisition system. that may also
-

affect the maximum frame rate. These are discussed in detail in Appendix J of reference [56].

A cornparison study of M o u s image acquisition systems was carrïed out by A. Cheung 1561. The
ICCD

detector system was chosen primarily because of its high rate of image acquisition, as weli as

its ability to provide instantaneous computer images. A further advantage of the system is that the

images can be digitdly processed and analyseci via the use of the WiBview software package.

3.2

The Optically Accessible Single Cylinder Research Engine

A single cylinder opticdly accessible engine is being developed based on a design originally proposed
by Bowditch [48] in 1961. The highiight of t h i s design is that optical acces is realised through
modification of the piston, wit hout aIteration of the original combustion chamber. Unlike other designs,
where opticd access is gained through the cylinder head, the Bowditch design maintains the integrity
of the original combustion chamber configiiration. At the heart of the engine design is t h e piston
assembly. The piston is a composite of two separate pistons; a specially designed elongated upper
piston. supported by a standard lower piston. The elongated piston has a removable crown that bolts
to the top of the piston and provides support for a clear fused quartz window. Optical access can
be gained through a slot in the side of the iipper piston. The upper piston is housed in an extended
cylinder block with a d o t that mates w i t h the dot in the piston. Placitig a stationary rnirror in the
slot. angled a t 45 deg, provides full opticat access of the combustion chamber-through the window in
the piston crown-as the piston reciprocates aroiind it. The prirnary function of the lower piston is
to supply support of the assembly to i l i rrniik
~
sliaft. An oil seal between the mirror region and the

crank case is provided via an oil
incIuded in Figure 3.2.

i . o [ t rc
~ )l

ri 11%..-\c.oiiceptua1 drawing of t lie Bonditch ensine design is

Figure 3.2: Conceptuai Illustration of Bowditch Engine kssembly

3.2.1

Optical Access Engine Design

The engine that is presently in deveiopment at ERDL is a hybrid of two different engines. A Ricrirdo
Hydm single cylinder engine and dynamometer assembly is combined with a Lister ST-Senes water
cooled cylinder block and cylinder head. The Ricanio Hydm crankcase and cylinder block is used to
house the lower piston and crankshaft assembly. A specidy designeci spacer block coupled with the

Lister ST block and cyiinder head provides housing for the slotted upper piston.

To ansa& consistent vieibiity of in cyiinder events, the piston crown req&& regular im$ction
and cleaning. S i c e scceas to the piston crown can only be achieved by removal of the cylinder head, an
engine design that facilitates reiatively easy r e m 0 4 of the head was neceSSatyeceSSaty

The Ricurdo cylinder

head was undesirable because of its overhead camshaft deaign. M j u s t m e n t of the vaive timing-a
fairly lengthy proces-wodd be required each tirne the RiconIo head was removed. In addition, the

-

.-.---
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overhead valvetrain leaves very iimited access to the head for installation of the glow plug and the
gaseous fuel injector.

The Lister ST head employs a rocker

arm operated valve train that allows

the camshaft to be rnounted off to the side af t h e cylinder block, reducing the down tirne required
for head rernovol and replacement, and providing greater freedom in terms of glow plug and injector
installation.
Fouling of the piston window is minimised to a laxge extent via the use of oit-les, Iow-friction,
polyimide piston rings. Use of these rings eliminates the need to lubricate the cylinder block, hence
greatly reducing pitting of the window that can arise from oil burning in the combustion chamber.
Preliminary testing of the optical engine has shown, however, the existence of a small number of oil
droplets burning on the window surface [56]. It has been surmised that this was a result of oil dripping
into the chamber from the valve stems of the intake and exhaust valves. Inspection of the window
sulyquent to this test run revealed that no significant damage or fouling resulted.
Two additional design features of the engine are the adjustability of the compression ratio and t h e
interchangeability of the piston crown. The compression ratio of the engine can be easily adjusted by
placing shims of various thicknesses between the spacer block and the Lister block. At presetit. tlic
engine is configured for a compression ratio of 11..5:1. The piston crown is easily removed, and can tw
replaced by one of a different design. There are two different crown designs that are present ly b c i ~ i g
used. In its current configuration a s a premixed charge spark ignition engine. a crown with a x-iclc
open' ciccuiar design is being used. A 'bowl-in-piston' crown, (to simulate the design of the origiiial
Lister piston head). has been designed for use with the engine in its future configuration as a

tliirlct

injection engine. Design drawings of the two piston crowns are available for reference i n Appriitlis \
a

Design and development of the primary components of the engine ivas carried out by A. C'Iit*iiri:

1-

summarised in detail in [Xi]. .4ssernbly of the engine and refinement of wrious component desiw? .-: carried out by the author. Drawings illustrating newly designed components or refinement of ('si-t ! :

-

components are induded in Appendix A.

3.2.2

Engine Operation and Control

The optical engine is equipped with a DC dynamometer and control console (Cussons P8810). Engine
speed and load can be monitored and controlled via the control console. Engine speed is controlled

by adjusting the dynamometer speed setting. The engine can also be motored under non-firing conditions. In the SI configuration, the load îs controlled by adjusting the throttle control on the console.
In addition, the spark timing can be adjusted, providing further flexibility for obtaining optimum
performance. The console presents instantaneous digital and analogue output of the engine speed and
load. Digital readouts of the temperatures of the intake air, exhaust gases, fuel. engine oïl and coolant
are afforded via thermocouples installed in the engine.

Preliminary Dynamometer Testing
Prior to assembly of the optical engine, the Ricardo - Hydra engine, in its original factory configuration, was tested under various operating conditions. Engine speed was varied from 1200 to 3600 R P M ,
and the load was varied between 5 and 20 X-m. The engine exhibited d i a b l e operation under mid
to high speed and torque conditions. However, at low loads and speeds. significant instability m s

evident. The problem was eventually remedied by replacing the existing spark plug with one that
extended further into the combustion chamber. The new spark plug (Champion .\,lotie[ R F S I d L Y)
provided more repeatable combustion and resulted in more stable engine operation. The implication

of this result is that the Ricardo-Hydm enginedynamometer assembly is q u i t e sensitive to combustion
instabilities.

Figure 3.3: Spark Ignition and Early Flame Development in Optical Access Engine [S6].

3.2.3

Preliminary Results from the Optical Engine

At present, t h e engine has been modified t o operate as a premixed charge spark ignition engine.
This was achieved by placing a spark plug in the injector hole of the cylinder head a n d instdling
a natural gas carburetor at the intake port. Preliminary testing of the engine in this configuration

demonstrated reliable operation. At first, t h e engine was motored at a speed of 1200 RPM t o ensure
smoot h operation of the various interconnecteci cornponents. Su bsequent ly the engine was successfulIy

fired at t h e same speed.

To further test the operation of t h e optical engine, the

ICCD

camera was set up by Cheung and the

author t o acquire images of in-cylinder events. The results of this experiment are outlined in Chapter

8 of reference [56]. An example of these results is shown here in Figure 3.3. T h e figure displays a
series of K C D images showing (from right t o left) spark ignition and early flame development in one
(Z

ms between frames). Such images, obtained from the engine via the

ICCD

camera, demonstrate

the ability of the optical engine to provide visualisation of in-cylinder events.
Since these tests were performed, t h e engine has b e n equipped with a shaft encoder t h a t provides
1800 pulses per revolution as weli as a pulse at TDC(BEIMode1 H25D-SS-1800-44BZ-7404-LED-EhIi6).

T h e engine is now ready for operation with the computer controiied data acquisition system.
Presently, the engine is in preparation for conversion t o a natural gas fueled

DISC

engine. An

injector nozzle and injector clamp for use with the gaseous fuel injector have been manufactured for
use in t h e optical engine. Design drawings of these components are included in Appendiv A.

3.3

Opticdy Accessible Combustion B o m b

To provide cost effective optimisation of combustion chamber geometry, a combustion bomb with optical access was designed. Testing could be carried out under a variety of conditions and configurations
in the combustion bomb with more freedom and flexibiiity than would be possible with an engine.
Factors to be considered in the design of the combustion bomb indude the location of t h e glow plug
and the design and configuration of the injector nozzle. Design modifications, e.g. changing the location of the glow plug can be more readiiy effected in the combustion bomb than in the engine. The

bomb was designed by A. Cheung as outlined in Chapter 3 of reference [56]. Some modifications have
been made by the author. A conceptual illustration of the combustion bomb apparatus is included in

Figure 3.4.
The bomb combustion area emulates the optical engine combustion chamber at top-dead-centre.
The peripheral systems of the bomb were assernbled such that air motion and thermodynamic conditions representative of those in a or engine could be achieved. Swirl motion in the chamber is generated
via a tangentid intake port. The combustion bomb heating system heats the combustion chamber
walls to realistic engine temperatures and also provides heated charge for the injection event. The
gaseous fuel injector is Iocated at the centre of rhe combustion chamber and delivers fuel from a single
hole nozzle aimed radidy at the conbustion chamber wall. The bomb has b e n modified to ailow for
glow plug installation at one of three possible radial distances from the injector (see Figure 3.5). In
addition, the injector can be rotated, allowing for adjustment of the relative angular position of the
injector orifice with respect to the glow plug. Optical access into the combustion chamber is provided
via a quartz window mounted on the front of the combustion bomb. A mirror is mounted o n the

back surface of the combustion cbarnber to allow for visualisation of combustion and injection Row
phenomena via the shadowgraph system. A closeup illustration of the combustion bomb shows tlic
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Figure 3.4: Schematic Diagram of Combustion Bomb Apparatus

To Exhaust
Fan

Figure 3.5: Conceptual Illustration of the Three Possible Glow Plug Positions.
orientation of the glow plug with respect t o the injector as well as the charge inlet and exhaust ports
(Figure 3.6).

3.3.1

The Combustion Bomb Heating System

A cylindrical heater ( Watlow) surrounding the charge cylinder heats the charge t o 1000 K before it
is reieased to the combustion bomb. Experiments carried out by Cheung revealed rapid temperature

decay as t h e charge entered the combustion chamber. During the charge intake process, a significant
amount of heat l o s occurs across the combustion bomb walls as well as through t h e piping between the
charge cylinder and the bom b. To minimise t his heat l o s , a heating system was developed t o maintain
the pipe and bomb waiI temperatures at 475 K. Temperatures in the system are controIled using
variable AC sources and rnonitored using type-K thermocouples. Digital readout of the temperatures
is provided via a voltage t o temperature converter (Doric 4 l l A ) and a digital dispiay ( Thennoelectric).

Figure 3.6: Conceptual Illustration of Combustion Bomb
The system was tested according to the procedure outlined in Chapter 5. The results are sumrnarised
in Chapter 8.

3.4

Solenoid Actuated Gaseous Fuel Injector

Injection of methane into the combustion bomb was performed using the solenoid actuated gaseous fuel
injector designed by Green and Wallace [49]. The injector provides repeatable injection for d urations
between 4 and 20 ms with opening and closing times on the order of 1 ms. The primary advantage of
the solenoid actuated injector over conventional injectors is the ability to vary the injection timing and
duration electronically through a computer interface. More importantly, with the use of the computer
interface, the injection timing can be synchronised with data acquisition and other experimentai events.
Such flexibility was essential for the experimentation carried out in this study.

Figure 3.7: Schematic Diagram of Fibre Optic Lift Sensor: (a) Original Design [49]. (b) Modified
Design.

Fibre Optic Injector Lift Sensor

3.4.1

To allow for qualitative and quantitative observation of the injection event, an injector lin sensor was
d&gned and developed by the author. The üft sensor is used to masure injector iif't, o m g and
cbsing times, and injector response tirne. In essence, the fibre optic Mt seiuror is used to-hc

the behaviour of the injector. Furthennore, the sensor is instrumenta in d e t e d n g the mass flow
characteristics of the injector with a variety of n d e s .
Typidy, when measuring injeçtor lii, an inductive or Hall effkct type sensor is used. This is

not practid for use with the solenoid actuated injecter because the large trasient msgnetic fields
-

-

.-

gaierateci durhg actuation of the injector wodd interfere with the operation of an inductive se-r.

fibre optic semot codd be used bec-

A

the signal h photonic and ia t h d o r e unafEected by electrid

and magnetic noise.

The fibre optic la sensor was deveioped based on a d e s i p u d by Green and Wall-

[49]. The

original d d g n reiied on the use of two optic fibressnd a moving d d v e sarfaee within the injectot.
A d e r n a t i c diagram of the originai design is show in Figure 3.;(a).

In this configuration, üght is

transmitted aiong an optic fibre t o a refiective surface. The light is reflected off of the surface and
picked up by another fibre placed p a r d e l to the frst one. T h e signai is transporteci to a photodiode
where it is converted t o a voltage output. As the distance between fibres and the reflective surface
is varied, the strength of the reflected signal changes, providing a voltage output proportional t o

the injector Iift. This two fibre design presented a hast of problems in terms of signal response and
fibre alignment. The problem was simplified with the use of a fibre optic coupler that couples two
incoming fibres t o a single outgoing fibre (see Figure 3.7(b)). In this design, both the transmitted and
reflected signds are passed d o n g the sarne üne and are subsequently split up at the coupler. Unlike
electrons, photons do not interact with each other, and hence photons traveling d o n g the iine in
oppoçite directions will not interfere with each other. This improved design is much more robust than
the original, providing excellent repeatability of results and excelient signal response. A full account

of the design of the fibre optic lift sensor is included in Appendix B.

3.5

Combustion Bomb Data Acquisition System

Combustion bom b experimentd events were cootdinated using the combustion bomb d a t a acquisition
(ce-DAQ)system. The ce-DAQsystem was developed by A. Cheung [56]. Additions and modifications

t o the system have been effected by the a u thor. ~Uajorchanges include the addition of injection pressure
and injector lift transducers to the system. Figure 3.8 shows the latest configuration of the

CE-DAQ

system. Note that the figure indicates optional connections for use of the system with the optically
accessible engine. T h e system has been cleverly designed to be interchangeable with the engine
the combustion bomb with only minor changes in wiring.
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3.5.1

Cornputer Controlled Data Acquisition System

The operation of the

CB-DAQ

system is centred around the National Instruments data acquisition

system (NI-DAQ).The NT-DAQ system is used in conjunction with the visud programming language,

Lab VIE W. User/computer interfaces, known as virtuel instruments (VI 's), which are created in Lab-

VIEW. cari be used to synchronously control hardware and acquire data on multiple channels. For
the bomb experiments, the NI-DAQ system controls the gaseous injector, the glow plug temperature
and coordinates image acquisition by the ICCD detector system. Data acquired by the system includes

the bomb temperature and pressure, the injection pressure, and injector lift profiles. The method by
which experimentd events are coordinated is discussed in detail in AppendLv K of reference [56].

3.5.2

Externai 'Ikigger and Time Reference for Data Acquisition

When acquiring data from either the bomb or the engine, an external dock source and trigger are
used to synchronise data acquisition with experimental events.
For the engine experiments, a high resolution (1800 pulses per engine cycle) crank shaft encoder is
used. The shaft encoder provides crank angle degree mark

(CDM)

pulses as the timing reference. The

trigger signal is provided by the non-firing top dead centre (TDC) pulse. The data acquisition program
is triggered via the TDC pulse; C D M pulses are counted down and image acquisition begins at a iisrr
defined crank angle.

For the combustion bomb. the

CDM

pulses are simuIated by squarewave pulses (O to +SC')

nt n

frequency in the range of 2000 to 5000 Hz from a function generator. The trigger signal is recf*i\taal
lrom the pressure transducer in the combustion bomb. When the blowdown process is initiated
combustion bomb, the pressure rises, t riggering the data acquisition program.

ii,

r il*.

3.5.3

Image Acquisition Control

T h e operation of the ICCD system was summarised in Section 3.1.2. This section outiines the necessary signal connections and peripherai devices required t o coordinate ICCD image acquisition witk

experimental events-

As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the ICCDdetector can only acquire eleven consecutive images per
run (at the high frame rate), before the d a t a must be transferred to the cornputer. To overcome this
limitation, two peripheral devices were added t o the ICCD detector systern t o provide greater flexibility
with respect to image acquisition. -4variable window trigger and an adjustable burst fire allow the
user to specify the precise timing of image acquisition.

Variable Window Trigger
The variable window trigger is used to specify the beginning, and duration, of image acquisition in
terms of crank angle degrees (CAD). The start and endpoint of the d a t a acquisition window can be
manually adjusted by the user. As shown in Figure 3.8, the timing reference signal is connected t o the
CDM

input and the trigger input accepts the trigger signal. The output is connected to the adjustable

burst fire device. The variable window trigger starts counting

CDM

pulses after the t rigger signal is

received. T h e pulses are blocked until the start point of the d a t a acquisition window is reached. After

this point, each successive pulse is passed on to the adjustable burst fire until the end point of the
window h a been reached [56].

Adjustable Burst Fire

The adjustable burst fire receives ptilses from the variable windotv trigger. The output can h c adjiisted
by the user t o produce a pulse burst pattern. e-g. one burst every nth pulse, two bursts every n t h
pulse, etc. This can be used, for esaniple. t o acquire an image a t every second crank angle degree.

The pulses are delivered to the External Trïgger In termina of the PG-200 pulse generator, triggering
image acquisition [56].

Inhibit Signal
A logic signai generated by the computer data acquisition system is routed to the Inhibit terminal of
the PG-200 puise generator to ensure that image acquisition does not occur until the computer data
acquisition system is initiated. A positive signal prevents the pulse generator from generating the high
voltage pulse that energises the image intensifier and the Delayed Trigger Out pulse that artintes the
detector controller. The logic signal is high (+5V) when the data acquisition system is not active and
is low (OV) during data acquisition.

NotScan Signal
[mage acquisition begins upon the arriva1 of the burst fire pulses to the Externd Trigger of the
pulse generator (provided the Inhibit signal is low). The ST-138 detector controller and detector are
activated and eleven images are acquired and su bsequently downloaded to the cornputer. When the

-

detector array is full, the detector controller delivers a NotScan signal to the Inhibit terminal of the
pulse generator to ensure that neither the coatroller nor the detector are activated during the image
download process.

3.5.4

Analogue Signal Acquisition

Cpon receipt of the external trigger signal, data acquisition is initiated by internally routing the trigger
signal to the StartScan channel. The system acquires data on four channels at a rate determineci by
the pulse rate of the external tinie reference signal. For the combustion bomb experiments. signai
traces are acquired for the bomb temperature and pressure, as well as for the injection pressure and

injector lift. The traces are displayed graphicdy on the cornputer screen and the data are saved t o a

user specified file. Similar data wili ükely need to be acquired in future engine experiments.

Internai Bomb Pressure

The transient pressure history inside the combustion bomb is rneasured via a Kistler 6121A1 piezw
electric pressure t ransducer. The signal generated by the transducer is am plified by charge amplifier

(Kistler 5004 ) and delivered to the data acquisition system. The Kistler 6121Al is a dynamic pressure
transducer (i.e. it measures change in pressure as opposed to absolute pressure). The transducer was
calibrated as outlined in Appendix D. The output constant was found to be 743.22 kPa/uolt.

G a s Temperature Inside the Combustion Bomb
Gas temperatures inside the bomb were measured using a fast response type-S (Pt-Pt,lO%Rh) ther-

mocouple probe (ivanrnac kkdel E12-3-S) . Type-S t hermocouples are ideal for oxidizing environrnents
and are capable of measuring temperatures as high as 1780 deg C. This particular mode1 is designed
with a n eroding tip to provide fast response. The exposed tip consists of the two thermocouple metah

separated by a thin layer of insuIating material. Minute junctions are created across the metals by
scuffing the tip of the probe with sandpaper a s shown in Figure 3.9. The very smal heat capacity of
these junctions aliows for response times as low as 10 p.

Injector Resewoir Pressure and Temperature
The pressure upstream of the injector was measured to a high degree of accuracy using a pressure
The transducer provided a voltage out put
transducer ( Lucas Schaevitt Mode1 Pd 161-0005-2Kh'5PS).
based on a calibration factor of 497.159 psi/V. A n injector pressure trace [vas recorded by the

DAQ. ui

VI

for each injection event. The upstream reservoir temperature was measured using a type-[<

Figure 3.9: Conceptual IUustration of Eroding Tip Thermocoupie
therrnocouple. Measurement of upstream conditions provided a means for accurately calcuiating jet
momentum and mass flow at the nozzle exit.

Iqjector LiR Trace

The injector lin trace for an injection event couid be recorded with the use of the fibre optic injector
lift sensor designeci by the author (refer to Section 3.4.1). The litt trace signal was acquired by the
DAQ. vi. A trace of the logic signa that powers the solenoid actuated injector coulci also be obtained
from the Solenoid Monitor terminal of the injector/computer interface. The injector Lin trace was
used to provide precise knowledge of injector opening and dosing.

3.6

Closure

This chaptes haa descnbed the five systems or major pieces of equipment that have been used, the
I

fiow visuaüsation system, the optical engine, the combustion bomb, the gaseous fuel injector, and the
cornputer controlled data acquisition system. The following chapters desuibe how this equipment is
used to: characterise the gaseous the gaseous fuel injector (Chapter 4), test the combustion bomb
Cy

heating system (Chapter 5), and study gaseous fuel injection in the combustion bomb (Chopter 6, 7).

Chapter 4

Characterising the Gaseous Fuel
Injector
T w o important parameters used in describing gas jet behaviour a r e t h e penetration velocity and the
penetration distance as functions of time. Previous expetimentation carried o u t by Hill et al. exarnined
t h e penetration distance of underexpanded gas jets [19]. A relationship was presented describing the
penetration distance as a function of the nozzle diameter. t h e nozzle exit velocity, and t h e upstream
and downstream conditions at the nozzle.

This relationship is covered in further detail in

Chapter .i1.

A t t e m p t s by Cheung [56] t o reproduce the results of Hill et al. proved unsuccessful. O n e possible
explanation for the deviation between the results of Cheung and Hill et al. may be attributed to the
L/d ratio, which is t h e ratio of jet penetration to nozzle hole diameter. In order for the the relatioriship
described in (191 t o be valid, the jet L/d s h o d d €al1 between 20 and 200. Under the configurai i ( 1 i i
tested by Cheung, t h e L/d ratio for a jet that has reached t h e chamber wai1 was only 1S.SC.5. w hi(-II ibelow t h e valid range [.56]. Under these conditions, the jet collides with the wall before it has a c i ~I I ;# *~
to

fully develop. As well. the m l 1 proximity has been shown t o cause a decrease in the jet pener r;ir
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual iliustration of choked flow a t pintle seat.
rate [19]. To rectify these problems, penetration experiments carried out in this study used nozzies
designeci to f
d within the valid L/d range.
Another possible source of the discrepancy in Cheung's resuits is the assumption of choked flow a t
the nozzle exit. Wbiie upstream conditions dictate that choking wül occur somewhere in the system,
it is not certain that it does in fact occur at the nozzle exit. It has b e n postulated that choking may
actuaiiy be occurring between the pintte and the seat of the injector as ülustrated in Figure 4.1 [58].
lnjector m a s fiow data would provide an indication of whether or not this is in fact the case.
The goal of this experiment was to characterise the injector m a s flow rate as a function of the
injector lift, injection pressure, and injection duration. The experimentai procedure and andysis were
derived from the

SAE

recommended practice for evaiuation tests of gasoüne fuel injectors [59]. The
I

procedure involved perforrning multiple injections and measuring the t o t d mass injected. The control
variables in thîs experiment were the injection pressure and the injection duration. The temperature
of the injected fuel was recorded, and lin and pressure traces of the injection event were acquired. h
addition, a current trace was obtained from the soienoid injector d ~ v efor
r each test point. Information

Figure 4.2: T n j ~ t i o nExperiment Layout
obtained from thii experiment could then be ôndysed to give a mass flow value ôs a function of injection

lift and pressure. It may be that the 0ow is indeed choked at the nozzle exit, which would make future
analysis relatively simple. However, if the flow is not choked a t the nozzle, it would still be possible
t o calculate the exit flow conditions based on the results of this experiment.

4.1 Experimental Setup
The experimentd setup for chaacterising the

gaseous fuel injector required the foiiowing pieces of

apparatus (Refer to Figure 4.2):
1. High pressure methane gas for the fuel line wss supplied by a tank equipped with a high p m u r e
(0-4000 psi) Union Carbide regulator.

2. Nitrogen gas, used to purge the test tank, was supplied by a tank equipped with a low pressure
( M O 0 psi) Matheson Mode1 No. 8-580 regulator.

3. The solenoid gaseous fuel injector injecteci fuel into the test tank for masa 0ow rneasurement.
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4. T h e test tank and injector were mounted on a Mettler PK-36 digital scale so that the m a s of

the fuel injected codd be recorded.
5. A type K thermocouple was used to measure the temperature of the methane gas in the injector
fuel line. A digital readout was provided by a Doric 4 l l A Trendicator and a Themzoelectric

digital display.
6. A Lucas Schaevitr

Pd161-0005 pressure transducer was used t o measure the pressure of the

injected fuel. The pressure signal was amplified using a bridge amplifier designed by Miro
Kalovsky, (Electrical Engineer,

UTME).

The amptified signal was routed t o t h e computer d a t a

acquisition system.
7. T h e fibre optic lift sensor recorded a lift trace of the injection event.

8. -4 vacuum pump ( Thomas Industries Maiel No. lO7CAl4 TFEL)was used to evacuate the tank

after each successive experiment.

4.2

Data Acquisition

T h e experiment was conducted using the National Instrument Data .4cquzSition (NI-DAQ) computer
controlled d a t a acquisition system. A LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI)was designed for use in this
expeiment. (For more information on LabVIEW and NI-DAQ see reference [GO]). T h e Injector .lin.Flow Test.ci

V I controlled

the injector according t o user specified injection parameters. Injector li f t

and pressure were acquired at a sampling rate determined by the user. This was set t o 10 kHz for
purpose of these experiments. To coordinate data acquisition with the injection event.

1 Itt-

aii cstfb;-i!
:i

tngger was required. Analog t riggering tvas supplied via a function generator ( G LF M o d ~ l(;i ' ;SU2OG') set a t a frequency of 30 Hz. AI1 acquired data and experimental conditions were s a v d

* a v

:

Figure 4.3: Signai Connections for the Injector Mass Flow Experiment.
user defined file path. In addition, the program provided instantanmus graphical output of LiR and
pressure data during the data acquisition.
The signai connections for the data acquisition system are shown in Figure 4.3. Voltage signais
from the pressure transdicer and lift sensor were detected by andog channels ACH 2 and ACH 3,
respectively. The analog trigger signal was received by programmable function input Channel P H O.

Injector gate p

h were delivered from the Counter O Out channel t o the computer interface, which

in turn drove the injector.

'.

Figure 4.4 shows the user/computer interface panel for the Injector Muss How Testai.This panel
represents a n example of a

Mt and pressure trace for a 20 ms iift duration. A block diagram, a d a

description of the operation of this VI are induded in Appendix E.

STOP

m r out

Figure 4.4: Injector Mass Flow Test-uiFront Panel

4.3

Experimental Test Conditions

Injection m a s flow measurernents rvere obtained for Four nozzles of ~ r y i n gdiameters: 0.055. 0.0 135,
0.020 and 0.0390 inches, representing L/d ratios of 15.8'75. 74.0, 50.0 and 25.7, respectively. Tests
were conducted for injection durations of 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24 rns. The injection pressure was
held constant at 1,500 psi. For each test point. multiple injections were needed in order to obtain
a sufficiently large injected m a s . The m a s per injection was then calculateci by dividing the total
m a s by the number of injections. Between 300 and 1,000 injections were required a t each test point,
depending on the injection duration.

4.3.1

Determining Optimum LiR

Injection m a s flow was measured at five different injector lift settings. Injector lift can be varied by
rotating the body of the injector relative to the injector head. This changes t h e distance between the
solenoid coils and the armature d i x (see reference [49] for more detail). The injector lift was rneasured
using the fibre optic lift sensor. while the lift voltage was obtained frorn the graphical output of h j e d o r
LbfassFlow Test.ui. For these tests, an injection duration of 20 ms was used. For each lift setting,
multiple injections were perforrned and the mass injected was recorded. The lift setting that provided
maximum fuel delivery would then be used for al1 future experirnents.

4.3.2

Determining Operating Range

The operating range of the injector for each nozzle was determined by obtaining mass flow rneasurements over the full range of injection durations. The m a s per injection was plotted as a function
of injection duration. .A linear regression of these points would provide a straight line. The slope of

this line would represent the mass flow rate of the injector. The minimum usable injection duration
would be defined as that which deviated no more than 5% from this straight line

[SI.

Data from this

esperiment could aiso be used to determine whether choking mas occurring a t the nozzle o r a t the
pintle seat. as discussed earlier.

4.4

Experimental Procedure

1. The mass flow test apparatus was set up as described in section 4.1 and as iIlustrated in Fig-

ure 4.2.

2. T h e transducers were wired to the data acquisition system as described in section 4.1 and as
iiiustrated in Figure 4.3.
3. The bridge amplifier for the Schaevitz pressure transducer was turned on. The bridge amplifier
needs to be turned on 1 hour prior to experimentation t o alfow it to stabilise.

4.4.2

Purging the Test Tank

For safety considerations the test tank was evacuated and purged with nitrogen (N2)gas severai times
in succession. This was done to effectively discharge the tank of any osygen. This was necessary to
ensure that a combustible mixture is not formed when the methane gas is injected into the tank. The
purging was carried out a s follows:
1. Al1 of the valves in the system were checked t o ensure t h a t they were closed. The Mettler PK-36

digital scale was turned on.

2. Referring to Figure 4.2, valve
valves were closed.

~2

was opened and the vacuum pump was activoted. Al1 other

3. The vacuum purnp was allowed to run until the m a s of the tank stabiliseci as indicated by the
digital scale.

;\t

this point the tank n.as considered to be fully evacuated. Valve

~2 ivas

then

closed .
4. Valve ~3 was opened slightly to allow any air remaining in the line between the injector and the
tank to be evacuated into the tank. Valve
.j. Valve

vl was opened and the tank

riras

~3 was

then closed.

pressurisecl to 1 atm with N2 gaç. Valve

to allow N2 into the line between the injector and the tank. Valve

V?

v3

was opened

was closed. Valve

VI

was

closed .
6. This procedure was repeated at Ieast three times.

4.4.3
1.

Experirnentation

The Labuiew data acquisition
Flow Test.ui

DAQ

(DAQ)

program was Ioaded into the cornputer. The Injeetor Mws

program was &O loadeâ.

2. The G W Mode1 GFG-8020G function generator was turned on and the frequency was set to 30
Hz.
3. The data acquisition system was initialid by successively executing each program to used in

the experiment at least once.
4. Al1 of the transducers and actuators were turned on. These include the fibre optic Iift sensor,

the type K thermocouple in the fuel line, the Lucas Schaevitz Pl O21-UOU5 pressure transducer
(which was turned one hour ahead of time), and the cornputer interface for the solenoid actuated
injector.

5. The Mettler Ph'-56 digital scde was zeroed.
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6. Valve v4 was opened and the fuel line was pressuriseci.
7. The fuel (CH4) temperature was recorded frorn the digital readout on the Themwlectric digital

dis play.

S. Values for the following parameters were specified for computer controlled data acquisition system:

Parameter

Description

File Path:

Specifies file for acquired data

Data Acquisition
Scan Rate (kHz):

Specifies rate of acquisition of Iift
and pressure data.

Injection Parameters

# of Pulses:

Specifies number of injections.

Injection Frequency:

Specifies number of injections per second.

Pulse Width:

Specifies injection duration.

9. The selected values were recorded.

10. For each set of values chosen, the data acquisition

(DAQ)

program was run for a single pulse.

This was done in order to re-initialise the program with the new values.
11. The data acquisition program was activateci, ailowing the prescribed injections to take place.

Upon completion, valve

v3

was closed.

t2. The change in m a s of the test tank was recorded as displayed on the digital scale.

13. \-alve vz was closed and the test tank nras evacuated. Evacuation continued until the m a s of

the tank stabiliseci.
14. This procedure \vas repeated for varying injection durations. a s outlined in section 4.3.

The resuIts of the experiment conducted to characterise the gaseous fuel injector are presented and
discussed in Section 8.1.

Chapter 5

Testing the Combustion Bomb Heating
System
T h e combustion bomb heating system was developed and assembleci a s described in Section 3.3.1 of
Chapter 3. T h e heating system consisted of a charge preparation cylinder surrounded by two cyiindricai radiation heaters ( Watlow &..del No. VS103Jf 8s-ICIOD). A type-K thermocouple in the charge
preparation cylinder monitored the charge temperature.

The piping between the charge cyiinder

and t h e combustion bomb tvas maintained a t an elevated temperature via the use of a rope heater
( OmegaLuz Mode1 FGR-030). In addition. to prevent excessive heat l o s t o the combustion chamber

wall, the outer wall of the chamber was heated using a ribbon type resistance heater ( O m e g a h x

;Malel STHlUl-020). The heated surfaces were covered with a layer of fibreglass insulation. approximately two inches thick, to Further prevent heat l o s . The outer surface t e m p e r a t u r a of the bomb
and piping were monitored using surface mounted thermocouples ( t y p e K ) . T h e inside of the combustion bomb could also be heated to some extent by energizing the glow plug. T h e temperature
inside the combustion bomb was recorded via a fast response. high temperature, eroding tip type-S

Figure 5.1: Conceptual Drawing of Combustion Bomb Heating System Test.
thermocouple (Nanmac Model El 2-3-S).

E u h of the separate heating systems was examined individually to test the maximum temperature
that each could achieve. Once the desired steady state temperature had been reached for each of
the integrated heating systerns, the heated charge was released into the combustion bomb and the
temperature history inside the bomb was recorded.

5.1

Experimental Setup

The heating system was set up as shown in Figure 5.1. The heating system test equipment consisted

of the foUowing components.
1. Pressuriseci nitrogen gas, used as the charge b r t hi experiment, was supplied by a tank equipped
with a high pressure (0-1000 psi) regulator (Matheson Mode1 No. 8-580)

.

2. A high pressure cylinder contained the charge as it was heated, prior to release into the combustion bomb. The charge was allowed into the bomb via the inlet valve.

3. The charge was heated using a cylindrical radiative heater ( FVatlow :Wodel Xo.
iLf

4

VSlU3Jl8S-

00).

The pressure in the charge cylinder

was displayed on an ultra-high pressure

(0-3000psi) gauge

(Matheson).
5. A rope heater ( OmegoLuz ModeL FGR-030) was used to maintain the temperature of the piping

between t h e bomb and the charge cylinder at approximately 500 h*.
6. The combustion bomb walls were heated t o a temperature of approximately 500

K using heavy

duty heating tape ( OmegaLux Model STK101-020).
7. The aforementioned heaters were controlled using variable AC power sources-

8. A glow plug located inside the combustion chamber was used to heat t h e nitrogen within the
combustion chamber.
9. Glow plug power was provided by a computer/glow plug interface, which in turn was controlled

by the NI-DAQcornputer controlled data acquisition system.
10. Type-II; thermocouples were used t o monitor the surface temperatures of t h e piping and the

outer wall of the combustion bomb. as well as the temperature inside the charge preparation
cylinder. Digital readout of these temperatures was provided by a Doric 411A Trendicator and
a Thermoelectric digital display.
11. A penciI probe 'eroding' high temperature (up t o 2000

K),fast response (10 p s ) , type-S ther-

mocouple (Nanrnac Mode1 E12-3-S) was used t o record the temperature history inside the combustion bornb.

12. -A piezoelectric pressure t ransducer (liistier 6121-41) measured the pressure change in the cornbustion bomb over tirne. The voltage signal was amplified using a charge amplifier (I<iststler

5004 ) .
13. Pressure relief valves were installed to prevent the pressure inside t h e system from rising above
the maximum design pressure of 16 MPa [56]. These valves were set t o open a t 15 M P a .

5.2

Data Acquisition

The relativeiy steady temperatures of the bomb and pipe surfaces. as well as t h e ternperature inside the
charge cylinder, were recorded manually from the Thennoelectric digital display. Temperatures inside
the combustion bomb were rnonitored using the

NI-DAQ

computer controlled d a t a acquisition system

using the Bomb Temperatum.vi virtual instrument. This simple VI converts the thermocouple voltage
to a temperature in d e g C and displays the result graphically on the computer screen. The glow plug
temperature was monitored and controiled via the G P Contml.ui VI as described in references [60. 961.
When the combustion chamber and charge cylinder temperatures reached their maximum. the charge
was inducted into the combustion chamber. The pressure and temperature histories of the charge

intake event were recorded using the DAQ.vi VI. The pressure signal also acted a s a trigger to initiate
the start of d a t a acquisition for the vr. When the inlet valve was opened, the pressure in the bomb
increased. The measured increase in pressure triggered the VI. initiating d a t a acquisition. The DAQ.ui
V I was designed by Alvin Cheung and is described in detail in reference [60].

5.3

Experimentd Procedure

T h e experiment essentially involved pressurising the charge cylinder and combustion bomb. and then
activating the various heating devices. In addition. the glow plug !vas activated to aid in heating
the combustion bornb.

Prior to experimentation, the combustion bomb and charge cylinder were

pressurised t o 1 atm and 2 MPa, respectively.

FoiIowing this, temperatures a t al1 points in the

system were noted and recorded. When the temperatures in the system reached a prescribed level,
the charge was released into the combustion bomb and the temperature history was recorded.

1. T h e combustion bomb and heating apparatus were assernbled as described in section 5.1 and a s
itlustrated in Figure 5.1.

2. The transducers were wired to the d a t a acquisition system as described in Chapter C of reference [*56].

3. The Kistler 5004 charge amplifier was turned on one hour prior to experimentation to allow it
time t o warm up and stabilise.

5.3.2

Purging the System

Due t o safety considerations, the system consisting of the combustion bomb and the charge cylinder
was evacuated and purged with nitrogen

(N2)gas several times in succession, This procedure was

carried out t o eliminate the possibitity of generating an ignitable mixture during experimentation.
Purging was carried o u t in the following rnanner:
1. Referring to Figure 5.1, the pressure adjustment valve was closed. T h e inlet and exhaust valves
were opened.

2. The vacuum pump was activated and the charge cylinder and combustion bomb were evacuated.

3. The vacuum pump was allowed to run for a period of approximatefy two minutes. Following
this. the exhaust valve was closed.
4. The pressure adjustment vdve and the inlet valve were opened.

5 . The charge cylinder and combustion bomb were pressurised to 1 atm with N2 gas. The pressure

adjustment valve was closed.
6. This procedure was repeated a t least three times.

5.3.3

Experimentation

1. The Lab Vie cu data acquisition program was loaded into the computer. The G P Contml.vi, Bomb
Tempemtum.ui and DA Q. oi v 1's were also loaded.
2. The data acquisition systern was initialised by succevively executing each program involved in
the experiment at least once.
3 . The pressure adjustment valve and the inlet valve were opened. Nitrogen was released lrom the

pressurised cylinder into the system and the combustion bomb was pressurised to 1 atm.
4.

The inlet valve was closed and the charge cylinder was pressurised to approxirnately I M P a .

5. All of the heating elements were turned on, including the Watatlow radiative heaters, and the
OmegaLux rope and ribbon heaters.

6. The glow plug was activated, and its temperature controlled, using the G P Control.vi. The glow
plug temperature setting was specified on the vr at 1027 deg C (1300 10.

7. T h e Bornb Tempemture.vi was activated for the purpose of measuring t h e gas temperature inside
the bomb.
S. During the warmup pei-iod. the following temperatures were recorded every fifteen minutes: t h e
bomb surface temperature, the piping surface temperature, the charge cylinder temperature, t h e

glow plug temperature, and the gas temperature inside the bomb.
9. T h e temperature values were recorded untii they stabiliseci to a maximum.
10. T h e Bornb Tempenitum. cri was deactivated and minimiseci.
11. T h e

DAQ,vi

was initialiseci and activated.

12. The charge was released into the combustion bornb by opening the inlet valve.
13. The resulting pressure rise in the bomb triggered the d a t a acquisition program, thus allowing
the transient temperature histocy in the bomb t o be recorded.

5.4

Closure

The results of the combustion bomb heating experiment are presented and discussed in Section 8.2.

Chapter 6

Combustion Bomb Injection
Experiments
Three sets of experiments invohing high pressure injections into the combustion bomb were carried
out. T h e experiments were executed with the glow piug removed so t h a t the jet coutd fully deveiop
without interference. Images of t h e jet injection events were acquired using the shadowgraph system
in conjunction with the

[CCD

detector.

T h e first set of experirnents involved the injection of helium gas using three different nozzles of
varying diameters. The mixture properties of the jet were studied as a function of nozzle diameter.
Temporal development of the helium jets was also examined. Similar tests were carried out with
methane as the injected gas. Temporal penetration and development of methane jets was examined as
a function of nozzte diameter. T h e purpose of the third set of experiments was to test the sensitivity

of the shadowgraph system. Two different mixtures, representing two different luel/air equivalence
ratios. (#), were injected into a heated charge of nitrogen in the combustion bomb. The experiments
a r e outlined in greater detail in t h e following sections.

6.1

Experimental Test Conditions

For each set of experiments. the combustion bomb heating apparatus was employed to simulate the
conditions that would be used for the methane combustion experiments. The charge was preheated to
a temperature of roughly 900

Ir' using the ceramic cylinder heaters. Temperatures of the combustion

bomb and the piping surfaces were maintaineci at roughly 430 K

'.

The initial pressures for the system were chosen to simulate those in a conventional diesel engine.
The combustion chamber was kept a t atmospheric pressure prior to charge intake. The charge cylinder
was pressurised to

2.0 MPa initiaily so that the final charge pressure after heating would be roughly

4.5 MPa. An injection pressure of 8.5 Ad Pa was used for each experirnent.

6.1.1

High Pressure Helium Injection into the Combustion Bomb

Kigh pressure injections of helium gas were observed for three different nozzles. Temporal jet penetration and development was studied as a function of nozzle orifice diameter. The nozzles examined had
orifice diameters of 0.0135, 0.020 and 0.0390 inches, representing L/d ratios of 74.0, 50.0 and 25.7,
respectively. Tests were conducted for an injection duration of 20 ms.
Helium was chosen for these tests because of the large difference between its index of refraction

(1.000035) and that of air (1.000292) [56]. The large difference in the refractive indices provides
shadowgraph images with very good contrast between the jet and the ambient air in the combustion
chamber. This characteristic was essentiai for the study of srnail scale structure in the gaseous jets.
Injections were performed under swiri and quiescent conditions to observe the effect of air motion
on jet development. Swirl was generated in the combustion bornb via a tangential intake port located
on the circumference of the combustion chamber. The degree of swirl present during the injection
event could be regulated by varying the Iength of the delay period between the start of the intake
'This represents the maximum surface temperature expected in a conventionai engine combustion chamber [58].

event and the s t a r t of injection. T h e swirl strength would be at a maximum imrnediately after t h e
intake event (at completion of t h e blowdown process), a n d would decay with time d u e t o frictional
d r a g between the air m a s and t h e combustion chamber surfaces.
T h e relative change in swirl strength could be estimated with the use of a numerical model developed by A. Cheung [56]. The mode1 estimates the temporal change in swirl strength as a function of

the initial t hermodynamic condit ions inside the charge preparation cylinder and com bustion bom b.
Maximum swirl was Found t o occur at approximately 2 ms after the s t a r t of the intake event and
decayed t o 40% of its initial strength after approximately 40 ms [56].
For the purpose of these experiments. the high swirl case was simulated by setting the injection
delay time t o 2 s (initial swirl was very high for the thermodynamic conditions used in this experiments)

*. Quiescent

conditions were achieved by delaying t h e injection event for a period of at least

10 s by which time t h e swirl had fully decayed. Subsequent t o experimentation, Cheung's model was
used t o estimate the swirl rotational velocities (in RPM) for each set of experimental conditions.

6.1.2

Methane Injection Experiments

Xow t h a t the gaseous fuel injector has been characterised. a n d its m a s flow characteristics are better
undentood, it is possible t o a t t e m p t to verify the results of Hill et al. [19] with greater confidence.
Recall t h a t Hiii et al. performed injection experiments and used their results t o present a relationship
describing jet penetration rate as a function of nozzle a n d jet Row properties.

.As mentioned in

Chapter 4, Cheungk a t t e m p t s to duplicate these results proved unsuccessful [56]. It was suspected,
a n d has since been verified, t h a t t h e problem rested in the design of the nozzle and in an assumption
t h a t was made about t h e jet m a s flow. With newly designed nozzles and better u nderstanding of
their respective jet mass flows, the experiments were repeated by the author t o see if results agreeing
Visualisation of the injection event was not possible for hi&

swirl conditions

with those of Hill e t al. could be obtained. Methane penetration experirnents were carried o u t for
two different nozzIes with orifice diameters of 0.0135, 0.020 a n d 0.039 inches, corresponding to L / d
ratios of 74.0, 50.0 a n d 25.7, respectively. Results for this experiment a r e presented a n d discussed in
Section 8.4.

6.1.3

Mixture Concentration Contrast Tests

During t h e defense of Cheung's thesis. a n interesting question was raised concerning t h e sensitivity
of t h e shadowgraph. It was suggested t h a t the system possibly did not provide sufficient contrast
to reveal al1 of the structure o n t h e outer edges of t h e jet.

More importantly, it was n o t known

quantitatively what t h e visible boundaries of the jet represented in terms of fuel air mixture. To pose
the question more concisely, w h a t is t h e minimum fuel/air equivalence ratio t h a t can be discerned
visibly by t h e shadowgraph system?
T o provide a n answer t o this question, two different fuei air mixtures were injected into a n inert
environment of nitrogen gas. Nitrogen is a n acceptable replacement for air because it has a refractive
index very similar t o t h a t of air

3.

-4 mixture of 2.5% methane-97.5% air (by volume), which represents a fuel/air equivaience ratio

of 0.24, was tested. T h e .rich' core of this injected mixture should have similar mixture properties
t o t h e thin flammable layer t h a t would exist on the periphery of a n injected methane jet
second test. involving t h e injection of pure nitrogen into t h e nitrogen charge was

&O

'.

A

carried out.

Good visibility provided by either of these jets would indicate sufficient shadowgraph sensitivity for
identifying flammable mixture boundaries. Results are presented and discussed in Section 8.3.
3The r e k t i v e index of air is 1.000292. The refractive index of nitmgen is 1.000297 [56].
"The lean and rich Bammability Limits of methane at STP occur at equivalence ratios of 0.5 and 1.6, respectivdy [61].

Figure 6.1: Conceptual Illustration of the Combustion Bomb Test Apparatus.

6.2

Experimentd Setup

The experiment was set up as ihstrated in Figure 6.1. Experimentation was carried o u t using the
following pieces of apparatus.
1. Pressuriseci nitrogen gas. used as the charge for t his experiment, was supplied by a tank equipped

with a high pressure (0-1000 psi) regulator (Matheson Mode1 No. 8-580).
2. High pressure gas for the fuel line was supplied by a tank equipped with a high pressure (O-

4000 psi) regulator ( Union Carbide).
3. Gas injection was performed by the solenoid actuated gaseous fuel injecter.
4. T h e fibre optic lift sensor recorded a lift trace of the injection event.

5. The injection upstream reservoir pressure was rnonitored using a pressure transducer (LucSchaevitz P4161-0005). The pressure signal was acquired and recorded by the computer d a t a

acquisition sÿstem.

6. X type-K thermocouple was used to measure the upstream reservoir temperature of the injected
g=

-4 .

A high pressure cylinder contained the charge as it was heated. prior to its release into the
combustion bomb. The charge was allowed into the bomb via the inlet valve.

8. The charge was heated using a cylindrical radiative heater ( Watlow iClodel No. VSiO3JlSS-

'LIOD).
9. The pressure in the charge cylinder was displayed o n an ultra-high pressure (0-3000 psi) gauge
( Matheson).
10. .A rope heater (OmegaLuz l W e l FGR-030) was used to maintain the temperature of the piping

between the bomb and the charge cylinder at approximately 500 K.
11. The combustion bomb walls were heated to a temperature of approximately 500 K using heavy

duty heating tape ( OmegaL ux Modd STHf Ol-020).
12. The aforementioned heaten were controlled using variable AC power sources.

13. T y p e l i thermocouples were used to monitor the surface temperatures of the piping and the

outer wall of the combustion bomb. as well as the temperature inside the charge preparation
cylinder and combustion bomb. Digitd readout of these temperatures was provided by a Done
41 1A Trendicator and a Thermoelectnc digital display.

14. The signal from the type-K thermocouple was routed t o the cornputer data acquisition t o record

the temperature history inside the combustion bomb.

A piezoelectric pressure transducer ( I<istler 6121-41 ) measured the pressure change in the combustion bomb over tirne. The voltage signal was arnpiified using a Kistler 5004 charge amplifier.
Pressure relief valves were instailed to prevent the pressure inside the system from rising above
the maximum design pressure of 16 M P a [56]. These valves were set to open at 15 M P a .
A vacuum pump ( Thomas Industries ~VO.

107CA14TFEL) was used to evacuate the system

before testing.

Data Acquisition
During the charge preparation period, the temperatures of the bomb and pipe surfaces. as well as
the temperatures inside the charge cylinder and combustion bomb. were monitored using type K
t hermocouples. Temperature readouts were O btained from the Thermwlectric digital display.

The injection experiments were carried out upon completion of the charge preparation period.
Coordination of experimentai events and data acquisition was performed by the combustion bomb
data acquisition (ce-DAQ)systern as described in Section 3.5. The

CB-DAQ

synchronised

ICCD

image

acquisition with events occurring inside the combustion bomb. To initiate the sequence. the inlet
valve was opened, allowing the charge to Bow into the combustion bomb. The resulting rise in pressure
t riggered the CB-DAQ to begin acquisition. Injection occurred after a user defined delay and the images
were acquired by the

ICCD

detector system. Temperature and pressure histories inside the combustion

bomb were recorded by the computer data acquisition system using the DAQ.ai

6.4

VI.

Experimental Procedure

Each of the injection esperiments share a common experimental procedure. The procedure outlined
here is based on that used by Cheung [56].

6.4.1

Preliminary Setup

1. The combustion bomb experimental apparatus was assembleci as described in Section 6.2 and as

illustrated in Figure 6.1.
2. The CB-DAQ system was wired together as described in Chapter 3 and as illustrated in Figure 3.8.

3. The CVinVieut image acquisition software package was loaded into the computer.
4. The shadowgraph system was set up as outlined in Chapter 3 and as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The
[CCD detector was airned at the shadowgraph image screen and brought into focus by adjusting

the detector lens whiie operating the system in free-run mode
5.

'.

The icistier 5004 charge ampIifier was turned on one hour pt-ior to experimentation to allow it
to stabilise.

6. The charge cylinder was pressurised to the preheat pressure (1.5 hf Pa). The various components

of the heating systern were activated and allowed to heat up to their desired temperatures.
7. The variable window and the adjustable burst fire of the IccD detector were turned o n and set

to the desired values.
8. The LabVIEW data acquisition program was loaded into the computer. The DAQ.ui

V I was

also loaded,

9. The data acquisition system was initialised by executing each program to be used in the experiment at least once.
5Freerun mode is an option a&le
in the Win View software package- In this mode, images are acqrured continuous1~
and displayed instantly on the computer screen. This mode is ideal for focusing and fine-tuning image settings.

6.4.2

Purging the System

Before each test run. the system consisting of the combustion bomb and the charge cylinder was
evacuated and purged with nitrogen (Xz) gas severd times in succession. This procedure was carried
o u t t o eliminate t h e possibility of generating an ignitable mixture during experimentation.
1. Referring to Figure 6.1, the pressure adjustment valve was closed. The inlet and exhaust valves

were opened.
2. T h e vacuum pump was activated and the charge cylinder and combustion bomb were evacuated.
3 . The vacuum pump was allowed to run for a period of approximateIy two minutes. Following
t his, t h e e.xhaust valve was closed.
4. T h e pressure adjustment d v e and the inlet valve were opened.

5. The charge cylinder and combustion bornb were pressurised t o 1 atm with

N2 gas. The pressure

adjustment valve was closed.
6. This procedure was repeated a t least three times.

6.4.3

Experimentation

1. T h e controfs on t h e PG-200 pulse generator were adjusted t o the following specifications:

Con t rol

Setting

Trigger Mode:

Externd trigger mode

Time delay for delayed trigger out:

O

Intensifier gate widt h:

User-defined

M i c r d 3 a n n e l Plate (MCf) VoItage (intensifier power): User-defined

2. The ST-138 detector controller was set to operate in Multiple Trigger mode t hrough the Win View
software. The exposure time was specified and the image window size was set a t 104 lines. Yote
that the exposure time has to be longer than the duration of the intensifier gate pulse. otherwise
the image will be smeared

6.

3. The DAQ. ui was configured for the desired specifications. The Startlnjector.vi was calleci up

t o specify the injection timing and duration. As discussed in Section 6.1.1 the injection timing
(delay) determines the swirl strength present during injection.
4. When the temperatures in the system (e.g. the bomb surface temperature, the pipe temperature

and the charge temperature) have stabiliseci t o the desired values, the inlet vdve was opened.

The charge entered the combustion chamber tnggenng d a t a acquisition.
5. Upon completion of the experiment, the exhaust vdve was opened and the system was purged
following the procedure in Section 6.4.2.
6. The bomb pressure measurement system was given time t o restabiiiie t o its initial state. This

process required at least five minutes.

Results for the experiments outlined here are presented and discussed in Sections 8.3 and 8.4.

'A diSCUSSion of ICCD detector settings and their corresponding efTects is a d a b l e for reference in Appendix J of [56].

Chapter 7

Examining Jet/Glow Plug Interaction

in the Combustion Bornb
Experiments were carried o u t t h a t involved high pressure injections into the combustion bomb with
the glow plug activated. Methane was injected into nitrogen so that the interaction of the jet with
the heated glow plug could be observed. Shadowgraph images were obtained for injections performed
using

~ W different
O

nozzles (dori

ie

= 0.0 135" and dori

ice

= 0.020" ) .

7.1 Experimental Test Conditions
For each set of experiments, the combustion bomb heating apparatus was employed in a n attempt to
simulate real life engine conditions. The charge was preheated to a temperature of roughly 1000 Ir'
using the ceramic cylinder heaters ( CVatlozu). The combustion bomb surface and piping were kept a t
a temperature of roughly 475 K. T h e glow plug was activated and was maintaineci at a temperature

of 1200 K via the cornputer controlled d a t a acquisition system.

The initial pressures of t h e system were chosen to approximate those expected in

a conventional

diesel engine combustion chamber. The combustion chamber was kept a t atmospheric pressure prior
t o t h e charge intake process. Prior t o admittance to t h e combustion bomb the pressure in t h e charge
preparation cylinder was roughly 4.5 MPa. After the blowdown process, the charge in t h e combustion
chamber was roughly 2.8 M P a . An injection pressure of 8.5 MPa was used for each test run.
Experiments were carried o u t for two injector different nozzles.

The nozzles used had orifice

diameters of 0.0135 and 0.020 inehes. representing L / d ratios of 74.0 and 50.0 respectively. For each
nozzle. four different glow plug locations were tested.

Tests were carried o u t with t h e glow plug

installed at two different radial positions. (0.143 and 0.293 inches from the nozzle exit). For each
radial position, two different angular orientations were tested (Le. the nozzle was rotated relative
t o t h e glow plug). T h e nozzle \vas rotated such t h a t t h e angle between t h e centreline of t h e jet
and t h e centre of the glowplug would be 20 and 30 degrees for each respective experiment. These
four positions represent t h e glow plug locations simulated by T a n g t h a t yielded the rnost promising
results [40].Recall t h a t these were glow plug locations A. B.

C.a n d D as discussed in Chapter 2. For

each test point, methane injections into nitrogen were performed and images were acquired so t h a t
t h e interaction between the jet a n d t h e glow plug could be studied.

7.2

Experimental Setup

The experiment was set up as illustrateci in Figure 7.1. T h e foHowing cornponents were used.
1. Pressuriseci dry nitrogen, used a s t h e charge for this experiment, was supplied by a tank equipped
with a high pressure (0-1000 psi) regulator (Matheson M d e l No. 8-580).

2. High pressure gas for the fuel iine was supplied by a tank equipped with a high pressure (O4000 psi) regulator ( Union Carbide).

3. Gas injection was performed by t h e solenoid actuated gaseous fuel injector.
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Figure 7.1: Conceptual Illustration of Combustion Test Apparatus.

4. The fibre optic lift sensor recorded a lift trace of the injection event.

.5. The injection upstream reservoir pressure was monitored using a pressure transducer (Lucas
Schaeiit: Pd161-0005). The pressure signai was acquired and recorded by the computer data

acquisition system.
6.

.L type-[< thermocouple was used to measure the upstream reservoir temperature of the injected
f!F*

7. A high pressure cylinder contained the charge as it was heated. prior to its release into the
combustion bornb. The charge was admitted into the bomb via the iniet valve.
S. The charge was heated using a cylindrical radiative heater ( Watlow Model No.

VS103JMS-

MOD ) .
9. The pressure in the charge preparation cylinder was displayed on an ultra-high pressure (0-3000
psi) gauge ( .&fatheson).
10. A rope heater ( OmegaLux Mode1 FGR-030) was used to maintain the temperature of the piping

between t h e bomb and the charge cylinder at approximately 500 K .
11. The combustion bomb walls were heated to a temperature of approximately 500 K using heavy

duty heating tape ( OmegaLux Mode2 STH101-020).
12. The aforementioned heaters were controlled using variable AC power sources.

13. T y p e 4 thermocouples were used to monitor the surface temperatures of the piping and the

outer wdl of the combustion bomb. as well as the temperature inside the charge preparation
cylinder and combustion bomb. Digital readout of these temperatures was provided by a Donc
& l A Trendicator and a Thermoelectric digital display.

14. The signal from the t y p e s t hermocouple was routed to the computer d a t a acquisition to record

the temperature history inside the combustion bomb.
1.5. A glow plug in the combustion charnber tvas used as the ignition point for the injected gas. The

glow plug also aided in preheating the chamber to help provide favourabie ignition conditions.
16. Giow plug temperature was controlled via a pulse width modulated PID feedback control systern.

The control system [vas operated by the cornputer using the LabVIEW software.
17. -1piezoelectric pressure transducer (Kistler 6121A1) measured the pressure change in the corn-

bustion bomb over time. The voltage signal was amplified using a Kistler 5004 charge amplifier.
18. Pressure relief valves were installeci to prevent the pressure inside the system from rising above

the rnawimum design pressure of 16 M P a [56]. These valves were set t o open at 1.5 hlPa.
19. .4 vacuum pump (Thomas Industries No. IO'ICAl4TFEL) was used t o evacuate the system

before testing.

7.3

Data Acquisition

During the charge preparation period. the temperatures of the bomb and pipe surfaces, as well a s
the temperature inside the charge preparation cylinder, were monitored using type K thermocouples.
Temperature readouts were obtained from the Thennoelectric digital display. The glow plug ternperature was monitored and controlled via the computer controlled data acquisition system using the

G P Control-ui. The temperature inside the combustion bomb could be monitored using the Born6
Temperature-ut which acquired temperature values using a fast response Type-S thermocouple.

The injection ewperiments were carried out upon completion of the charge preparation period.
Coordination of experimentd events and d a t a acquisition was performed by the combustion bomb

data acquisition (CB-DAQ) system. To initiate the sequence. the inlet valve was opened, allowing the

charge t o flow into the combustion bomb. T h e resulting rise in pressure triggered the CB-DAQ t o begin
d a t a acquisition. Injection occurred after a user defined delay and the images were acquired by the
ICCD

detector system. Temperature and pressure histories inside the combustion bomb, as well as the

injector Mt signal and reservoir pressure were recorded by the computer d a t a acquisition system using
the D A Q . L ~VI.

7.4

Experimental Procedure

T h e eaperimental procedure for the glow plug activated combustion experiments is similar to that used
for the injection experiments. Although there are only subtle differences. the procedure is included in
its entirety in the interest of continuity.

1. T h e combustion bomb experimental apparatus was assembled as described in Section 7.2 and as

illustrated in Figure 7.1.

2. The CB-DAQ system was wired together as dexribed in Chapter 3 and a s illustrated in Figure 3.8.
3. The Win View image acquisition software package was loaded into the computer.
4. The shadowgraph system was set up as outlined in Chapter 3 and as iilustrated in Figure 3.1. The
ICCD

detector was aimed a t the shadowgraph image screen and brought into focus by adjusting

the detector lens while operating the system in free-run mode.
5. T h e Kistler 5004 charge amplifier was turned on one hour prior t o experimentation t o allow it

to stabilise.

6 . The charge cylinder was pressurised to the preheat pressure (1.5 M P a ) . The various components

of the heating system were activated and allowed to heat up to their desired temperatures
7. The variable window and the adjustable burst fire of the ICCD detector were turned on and set

to the desired values.
8. The Lab VIEW data acquisition program was loaded into the com puter. The DAQ. ui.

GP Con-

trol.vi and Bomb Temperature.ui VI'swere also loaded.
The data acquisition system \vas initialised by executing each program to be used in the experiment at ieast once.
The G P ContmLvi VI was configured and activated to allow the glow plug to reach its specified
temperature and to aid in heating the combustion chamber.

7.4.2

Purging the System

After each test run. the system consisting of the combustion bomb and t h e charge cylinder was
evacuated and purged with compresseci air severai times in succession. This procedure was carried out
to cleanse the system of any residual gases.
1. In reference to Figure 7.1, the pressure adjustment valve was closed.

The inlet and exhaust

valves were opened.

2. The vacuum pump was activated and the charge preparation cylinder and combustion bomb
were evacuated.
3. The vacuum pump was allowed to run for a period of approximately two minutes. Following
t his, the exhaust valve was closed.
4. The pressure adjustment valve and the iniet valve were opened.
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5. The charge preparation cylinder and combustion bomb were pressurised to L atm with

?J2

gas.

The pressure adjustment valve was closed.
6 . This procedure was repeated at l e s t three times.

7.4.3

Experimentation

1. The controls on the PG-200 pulse generator were adjusted to the following specifications:

Con t rol

Setting

Trigger Mode:

Exter na1 t rigger mode

Time delay for delayed t rigger out:

O

Intensifier gâte width:

User-defined

Micro-Channel Plate (EVICP) Voltage (intensifier power): User-defined

2. The ST-138 detector controiler wasset to operate in Multiple Trigger mode through the Win View
software. The exposure time was specified and the image window size was set at 104 lines. Xote
that the exposure time has to be longer t han the duration of the intensifier gate pulse. ot herwise
the image will be smeared.

3. The DAQ.vi was configured for the desired specifications. The StartInjector.vi was called up
to specify the injection timing and duration. As discussed in Section 6.1.1 the injection timing
(delay) determines the swirl strength present during injection, and also a significant influence
on t h e charge temperature into which injection occurs.
4. When the temperatures in the system (e.g. the bomb surface temperature, the pipe temperature.

the charge temperature and the glow plug temperature) have stabilised to the desired values. the
inlet valve was opened. The charge entered the combustion cham ber trîggering data acquisition.
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5. Fpon completion of the esperirnent. the eshaust valve was opened and the system [vas purged
following the procedure in Section 74.2.

6 . The bomb pressure measurement system ivas given time to restabilise ro its initial state. This
process required at least five minutes.

Results of the experiments describeci in this chapter wiIl be presented and discussed in Section 8.5.

Chapter 8

Discussion of Experimental Result s
8.1

Characterising the Gaseous Fuel Injector

A s discussed in Chapter 4, injector mass flow tests were carried out on the injector with each of the
four different single orifice nozzles. The nozzles had orifice diameters of 0.0135, 0.020, 0.039 and 0.055
inches. representing L / d ratios of 74.0, 50.0, 25.7 and 15.875, respectively. The length of the orifice
passage for each nozzle was 0.0625 inches. Results from the injector mass flow experiments were used
to determine t h e operating choracteristics of the solenoid actuated gaseous fuel injector. -4 particular

concern that was addresseci was the pmsibility that choked flow was occurring at the pintle seat and
not a t the nozzle orifice. These results and their relative implications on the combustion bomb and
engine experiments are discussed in the following sections.

8.1.1

Determining Injector Mass Flow and Nozzle Flow Coefficients

The injector m a s flow was determined for the injector with each of four different nozzles. By cornparing
the results t o mass flow cdculations based on the assumption of choked ffow at the nozzle exit, an
effective nozzle flow coefficient (Cd)could be derived. For each nozzle. the mass flow was determined

based on the

SAE

recommended practice as outlined in [59]. Repeated injections into an evacuated

container were perforrned for a range of injection durations. A 30 Hz square wave provided a train of
trigger pulses to initiate injection. A large number of injections (on the order of 100) were performed to
provide sufficient collected gas mass for accurate quantification. The mass per injection was determined

and plotted as a function of the injection duration as shown in Figure 8.1. This figure shows data
obtained from al1 of the injection esperiments

l.

The three nozzles that were employed in this thesis.

( d W i i i m = 0.0133. 0.020, and 0.039 inches) were tested at a common injection pressure of 1250 psi

(8.6 MPa)

'. The larger nozzle (dorZjice= 0.0550 inches) used by Cheung [56] was also tested. but

at a lower pressure of 1000 psi to produce mass flow data for interpretation of previous results. Tests
were also performed at other injection pressures to note the effect of injection pressure on injector
m a s flow. The injector mass flow rate was determined by performing a linear regression on four data
points in the central range of injection durations (8 ms, 12 ms, 16 ms, 20 ms). The slope obtoined
from the regression calcuIation was taken to be the estimated mass flow rate.
Figure 8.2 illustrates the effect t hat the nozzle orifice diameter had o n the injector m a s flow at
constant injection pressure. The results show that the m a s flow rate ( i . e . the slope) increases as the
size of the orifice increases. This indicates that choking is likely occurring at the nozzle and not at
the pintle seat (at least for the smaller nozzle orifices). If the flow was being controlled by the pintle
seat, the size of the nozzle orifice would not have an effect on the injector mass Row. However. it is
rvorthwhile to note tliat the m a s per injection drops off rapidly for short injection durations. For
these short injection durations. the opening and closing times are significant and choking at the seat
during this transient phase does play an important rote.
The effect of injection pressure on the injector m a s flow was also examined. As shown in Figure 8.3.
'Note that each point on thiç graph represents an average obtained h o m a minimum of five repetitions of each
eqeriment. Data points obtained within the normal operating range of the injector exhibitecl a standard deviation of
no more chan 5 percent.
2.411 pressures in this report are gauge pressures unless otherwise noteâ.
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Figure 8.1: Graph Showing Injection Mass Flow Data
an increase in injection pressure leads to an increase in injector m a s flow rate. Under choked flow
conditions, the velocity at the nozzle exit does not increase with pressure. However, the mass 0ow
increases because of the increased density of the gas at the nozzle throat.

As stated previously, the injector m a s 0ow for each nozzle was caiculated by performing a Iinear
regression on four central data points for each nozzle. The mass flow for each nozzle was calculated
for an injection pressure of 1250 psi since this would be the injection pressure used for al1 future
experiments.

The fourth nozzle (0.055" diameter orifice) was too large to be used in the present experiments
and was merely tested to establish whether choking was occurring at the nozzle orifice or a t the pintle
seat a t t h e pressure used in the earlier experiments by Cheung [56].
The experimentally determined m a s flow rate values were compared with theoretical values t h a t
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Figure 8.2: Graph Showing Injection Mass Flow for Three Different Nozzles.
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Figure 8.3: Graph Showing the Effect of Injection Pressure o n Injector Massflow
were based on t h e assumption of choked flow a t the nozzie.

where -4 is the nozzie orifice area,

The injector

Po and To are the upstream

rnass flow rate is given by,

gas pressure and temperature,

R

is the ideal gas constant and y is the specific heat ratio of the injected gas. (For methane gas,

R = 518m2/(s2 K ) , y = 1.30). For choked flow conditions, the pressure ratio in equation 8.1 is given
b ~ ?

T h e experimental and theoretical results are summarised in Table 8.1.
T h e experimentd steady state rnass flow rate of t h e fully open injector was determined by exam-

Table 8.1: injector
Orifice
Diameter

lnjector
Reservoir Pressure

M a s Flow Test Results

Nozzle Mass Flow Rate
(Theoretical)

Nozzle Mass Flow Rate
(Experirnental)

Discharge
Coefficient

ining the mass delivered for four different injection durations (8 ms. 12 ms,16 ms, 20 ms). 4 Iinear
regression was performed on data obtained for these four injection durations, and the calcdated dope
was estirnated to be the theoretical m a s Bow rate of the injector. The results of the iinear regression

for each nozzle are plotted with the data in the preceding Figures. The error bands associated with
the values in Table 8.1 represent the estimateci standard error associated with the dope. For each
nozzle a discharge coefficient (Cd)has been derived.
The nozzle discharge coefficient is defined as the ratio between the theoreticd mass flow rate
caJculated using equation 8.1 (assuming choked flow at the nozzle) and the experimentally deterrnined

mass flow rate. The nozzle discharge coefficient can be used in future calcuIations of injector m a s
flow and jet rnomentum (e.g. madual= Cd'mtheoreticol).
Note that the two srnaller orifice nozzles have
discharge coefficients roughiy equai to unity, indicating that the assumption of choked flow a t the
nozzle exit is valid

3.

The two larger onfice nozzles have discharge coefficients that are Iess than

unity indicating that there may have been pressure losses within the nozzle, upstream of the nozzle

exit (e.g. at the pintle seat). Recdl that the 0.055" orifice nozzle was used in Cheung's experiments
which exarnined jet penetration rates [56]. The low discharge coefficient of this nozzle indicates that
Cheung's assumption of choked flow at the nozzle exit is a source of discrepancy between his results
'The fact that the discharge coefficients are greater than unity is likeiy due to a sligbt uncertainty assoàated with the
nozzie orifice diameter and the measurement error associatecl with the injector reservou pressure. Both of these values
are useci CO calcuiate the theoreticd mass flow rate. The measurement e m r assoaated with the reservoir pressure is
quite low (< 1%). The magnitude of uncertainty of the nozzie orifice diameter is unknown.

and t hose of Ouellette and Hill [lg].

8.1.2

Injector Characteristics and the Effect on Nozzle Flow

This section deals with some of the operating characteristics of the solenoid actuated gaseous fuel injector. Lift profiles were closely examined to note the injector opening and closing processes. It has been
suggested that transient pressure changes are occurring within the nozzle during the injector opening
time. This transient behaviour has been studied and its resultant effect on injection phenornena has
been quantified.
An example of an injection event is shown in Figures 8.4 and 5.5. A trace of the injector lift and
injector resewoir pressure are presented in Figure 8.4. Note that there is a slight drop in the injector
reservoir pressure during the injection event. To account for this drop, pressure values used for jet
m a s flow and mornentum calculations were obtained by averaging the pressure values acquired during

the injection event. Figure 8.5 displays a superposition of the injector lift trace and the current Iogic
pulse that is delivered to the soienoid.

The logic puise delivered to the injector solenoid follows a

peak-hold pattern. The initial current peak is delivered to provide sufficient force to lift the injector

pintle off of the nozzle seat. Following this. the logic pulse drops to the hold current which provides
the force required to hold the injector in the open position. There is a noticeable delay in the response
of the injector to the logic pulse. Examination of several lift traces showed the delay to be fairly
consistent.

Close examination of injector Iift traces revealed the response characteristics of the injector in
terms of the opening and closing events. Two different criteria, the injector d e h y time and injector
opening time, were examined in defining the overall response time of the injector operiing (closing)

events. These are illustrated in Figure 8.6 for an injector opening event. The delay time is defined as
the tirne Iapse between logic pulse delivery and actual injector response. For the opening event, the

Injection Lift Trace
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Figure 8.4: Injector Lift and Reservoir Pressure
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Figure 8.5: Injector Solenoid Logic Pulse and Injector Lift Trace
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Figure 8.6: Determining Injector Response Time
delay time is measured between the start of the rising edge of the logic pulse and the start of the rising
edge of the injector Lift signal. The opening time is measured from the lift trace and is defined as the

actual tirne required for the injector to go from the fuIly closed to the fully open position. Similar
measurements were made for the injector closing times. T h e response characteristics of the injector
were examineci from ten different lift traces. Measurements could be made t o a n accuracy of 0.05
ms. The average values of the measured response times are summarised in Table 8.2. The error was

estimated t o be the sample variance obtained from the ten measurements or the measurement error
( fO.O5ms),whichever was greater. The fact t h a t the measurement error exceeded the sample variance

for these measurements suggests that the injector exhibits good repeatabiiity in terms of opening and
closing times.
Ihowledge of the response times of the injector is useful in coordinating image acquisition with the

Table 8.2: Injector Response Times

1.23 10.05 rns
Closing Time

0.59

0.05 ms

injection event. Furthermore, this knowledge provides insight into jet behaviour during early (transient) stages of injection. Gaseous jet injection images were examined t o determine jet development
and penetration rates. Preliminary results from these expeciments (discussed in Section 8.4.2) demonstrated penetration rates that were lower than predicted. The penetration images examined occurred
within 1 m s of the start of injection, during which time the injector was still within its transient
opening stage. During this transient stage, the nozzle exit pressure and hence t h e jet momentum, is
increasing with injector Lit. T h e jet momentum development was analysed by considering pressure
changes wit hin the injector. A model t hat examined t hree pressures, t h e nozzle reservoir pressure, Po
(which was measured), the interna nozzle pressure, Pi, and the nozzle throat pressure, Pi was used.
An illustration of the model is shown in Figure 8.7. As injector lift increases, the flow area across t h e
pintle seat increases âccording t o the relation,

L
D

0 - -cos3 9 sin 8)

where L is the injector lift, D is the internd nozzie passage diameter (= 0.125 inches), and 19 is equal
t o 2g0. The denvation for this formula is included in Appendix F. The m a s flow across the pintle
seat and through the nozzle orifice are given by,

Figure 8.7: Pressures in the Injector Nozzle Dufing the Early Stages of Injection.

P;, Ti and Pt, Tt are the injector therrnodynamic conditions in the reservoir, nozzle body,
where PolTOT
and nozzle throat a s illustratecl in Figure 8.7. Assuming steady state conditions, (mSat = r i ~ , ~ , i , )
equations 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 were used to calculate the interna1 nozzle pressure (Pi) as a function of
injector lift. A plot of the results is included in Figure 8.8. For low lifts, the flow is choked at the
pintle seat and the pressure is constant as governed by equation 8.2. For larger lifts, choking occurs
at the nozzle exit and there is a subsonic pressure drop across the pintle seat. As the üft continues
to increase, the internai nozzle pressure approaches the reservoir pressure. Figure 8.8 shows that the

internai pressure rises faster for the nozzle with the smdest orifice and rises slower for the larger
orifice nozzles.
To gauge the e f k t of pressure changes within the injector on the injected jet development. knowl-
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Figure 8.8: Internd Nozzle Pressure As a Function of Injector Lift
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Figure 8.9: Injector Lift as Function of Time (During Opening).
edge of internal pressure as a function of time rather than Mt was required. A relationship describing
injector lift as a function of time was formulated by plotting lift d a t a from ten injector opening events
(refer to Figure 8.9).

.A third order regression fit was applied t o the data, which was then used to

formulate the pressure development as a function of time using the calculateci data from Figure 8.8.

Temporal changes in the internal nozzle pressure are shown for the three nozzles in Figure 8.10. The
internal nozzle pressure response is governed by the foilowing equation,

where to represents the tirne before which the flow is choked a t the seat, r is the characteristic response
time, and K is an empirical correction factor. Estimates of to, r and K were used to formulate the

Interna1 Noule Pressure
Pressure vs. lnjector Opening Time

Figure 8.10: Temporal Development of Interna1 Nozzle Pressure During Injector Opening. Curves
without Data Points were CalcuIated Using Equation 8.6.

Table 8.3: Estimated Constants For Determining Nozzle Pressure Response
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A

curve fits shown in Figure 8.10. The values of the constants for each of the three nozzles is summarised

in Table 8.3. The curve fits were used in the analysis of images showing temporal jet development.
Knowledge of the tempord pressure evolution ailowed for more accurate calculation of jet momentum
and injector mass flow. The results of the jet penetration experiments are discussed Section 8.4.2.

8.1.3

Determining the Injector Operating Range

The injector oprrating range describes the range of injection durations over which the injector provides
reliable, repeatable fuel deiivery. Reliable operation at short injection durations (5 to 20 ms) is crucial
if the optical engine is to be operated at low loads.
Ideally, the m a s flow from the injector should be linear and proportional to the injection duration
over the full range of operation. However, the injector exhibits a deviation from linearity a t the
upper and lower ends of the tested range of operation (refer to Figure 8.3). In adherence to the
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recommended practice, the working operating range was defined as the range over which the deviation
from linearity was no more than f5%. Figure 8.11 shows the deviation from linearity as a function
of injection duration for each of the three smallest nozzles at an injection pressure of 1250 psi. The
0.0135" and 0.0200" orifice nozzles provide reliable operation over the range of interest (5 to 20 ms).
The largest orifice nozzle (0.0390") is limited to a reliable minimum injection duration of about 7
ms. Based on these results, the two srnalier orifice nozzles can be considered for future use in engine

expe~mentation.The largest orifice nozzle is not recommended for use because it does not provide

lnjector O erating Range
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Figure 8.11: Determining the Working Operation Range for the Injector.
reliable operation for short injection durations and hence it is not satisfactory for use a t low engine
loads.

8.1.4

Injection Repeatability

Another important operating parameter is the injector repeatability. Each data point obtained in
determining the mass flow curves represents an average of five experimentd repetitions. The repeatability of the injector at each test point was quantified by calculating the normalised standard deviation
based on the five injected m a s values obtained. As illustrated by Figure 8.12, the three smaiiest orifice

nozzles exhibit good repeatabüity over the required range of operation. The nozzle having the 0.055"
diameter orificewhich was used in Cheung's penetration experiments [56]-exhibits poor repeatability.
The poor repeatability of the 0.055" nozzle provided additional evidence that the flow is partly
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Figure 8.12: Injector Repeatability Examined for Four Different Nozzles.

controiled by the pintle and the seat rather than j u s t the nozzie itself, as maximum pintle lift does
exhi bit considerable variability (see Figures 8.4 - 8.6), which in t u ru causes variability in the effective
flow area.

8.2

Evahating the Combustion B o m b Heating System

As d-xussed in Chapter 5, t h e combustion bomb heating system consistai of three major components,

the charge preparation cylinder heaters, the connecting pipe surface heater, and the combustion bomb
surface heater. The combustion bomb heating systern was tested under a variety of conditions t o determine if the temperatures r e q u i r d for ignition could be achieved. For a glow plug assisteci combustion
charnber, air temperatures of at least 900 K are needed to achieve reiiable auto-ignition within the desired 2 rns limit [40]. Unfortunately, the results from this experiment indicate that the temperatures
required cannot be achieved with the combustion bomb in its present configuration. Furthermore,
changing the initiai thermodynamic conditions proved t o have no significant effect on t h e final air
temperature in the combustion bomb.
Six experirnents were carried out that encompassed a variety of initial conditions. Immediately
prior t o each experiment, the therrnodynamic conditions in the system were noted and recorded. The
range of temperatures and pressures recorded for each of the respective components is summarised
below:
Glow Plug Temperature:
Initial Charge Pressure:
Initial Charge Temperature:
Initial Bomb Air Temperature:
Initiai Bomb Pressure:
Piping Temperature:
Bomb Surface Temperature:

1190 - 1200 K
3.8 - 4.8 M P a
922 - 1033 K

455 - 485 K
atmospheric
470 - 490 K
475 - 490 K

First, the effixts of initial charge temperature and initial charge pressure were examineci. Fig-
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Figure 8.13: Temperature and Pressure Histories for Different Initial Charge Temperatures.
ure 8.13 summarises the effect of two different initial charge temperatures, 922 K and 1033 K , on
the final air temperature in the combustion bomb (the initial charge pressure for each was roughly
4.8 MPa). There h no appreciabie temperature difference between the two. Despite the fact t hat the

high temperature case had a slightly eievated pressure, the final air temperature closely matched that
of the low temperature case at roughly 520 K. Similady, increasing the initial charge pressure proved
i n e k t i v e in increasing the finai air temperature. With the initial charge temperature held constant
at 922 K, two experiments were carried out at different pressures.

The result, shown in Figure 8.14,

illustrates no dependence of the final air temperature on the charge pressure. Again, the temperature
reached a maximum of only 520 K.
T h e presence of the giow plug was not expected to a have a significant effect on the bulk air
temperature within the combustion chamber because of its srnail heat output relative t o that of the

*-
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Figure 8.14: Temperature and Pressure Histories for Different Initial Charge Pressures.
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Figure 8.16: Temperature and Pressure Histories Measured at the Core and Wall Regions.
are shown in Figure 8.16. The temperature at the core did not differ significantly from that measured
at the wall, indicating that the majority of the heat loss occurs during the blow down process prior
to entrance into the combustion bomb.

For all of the experiments performed in testing the combustion bomb heating system (as well

as experiments carried out subsequently), it was never possible to achieve chamber air temperatures
much greater than 520 K. The results indicate that a significant amount of heat loss occurs in
the piping between the charge preparation cylinder and the combustion bomb. Examination of the
combustion chamber pressure history reveals t h a t the blowdown process requires approximately 50 rns
for completion. This time period is sufficiently lengthy to result in considerable heat loss. Siebers
performed some experiments examining temperature decay in a combustion chamber immediately
following premixed combustion [42]. A graph showing the temperature history in a swirling chamber
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Figure 8.17: Axid Temperature Decay in a SwirIing Chamber After a Premixed Burn [42].
illustrates a 500 K drop in the buk temperature over a 50 ms period (see Figure 8.17). h u m i n g a
simüar convective heat transfer process is occurring in the combustion bomb system, Siebers' results
would predict a similar drop in the bulk air temperature as it travels through the piping.

In dl cases, the final air temperature appears to follow that of the bomb surface and pipe temperatures. There is a slight rise in the air temperature (on the order of 40 K) after the blowdown
process, and after seveal seconds, the chamber temperature decays to its initia value. Hence, the air

temperature in the chamber is largely a function of the piping and bomb surface temperatures. Therefore, greater air temperatures could be Khieved by increasing these respective surface tempeatures.
However, this would r d t in chamber conditions which are unreaüstic with respect t o an actual engine
combustion chamber. Furthemore, there are components in the system which are akeady operating
at their maximum rated temperatures. At the time of experimentation, there was no easy solution to
the charge heating problem. Experimentation would have to be &ed

out with the combustion bomb

syatem in its existing configuration. Some possible solutions and recommendations for the future are
offered in Chapter 9.

Figure 8.18: Injection of 2.5% CH4 - 97.5% Air (# = 0.24) into Yitrogen.

8.3

Evaluating the Sensitivity of the Shadowgraph System

In order t o properly analyse the shadowgraph images obtained, it was important t o understand the
significance of the visible jet boundaries seen in t hese images. To test the sensitivity of the shadowgraph
system ', injections were performed under t h e following conditions.
Initial Charge Pressure:
Initial Charge Temperature:
Initial Bomb Air Temperature:
Initial Bomb Pressure:
Injected Cas Ternperat ure:
Piping Temperature:
Bomb Surface Temperature:

3.4 M P a

922 K
47.5 h'
at mospheric

300 K
490 K
390 1'-

It was initially assumed t h a t t h e visible boundaries were dependent on t h e misture concentration of
t h e jet in t h e region of interest. To test t his assumption. a lean mixture jet (2.5% met hane - 97.5% air)
was injected into nitrogen. The resulting image is presented in Figure 8.18. Even for this very lean

fuel air mixture, the full structure of t h e jet is visible, indicating that the difference in ternperat ure
between t h e jet and its surroundings provides sufficient density gradients for image visibility. Hence.

t h e visible boundaries, to a large extent, are defined by t h e jet itseif as opposed to being defined solely
More information on the operating prinaples of the laser shadowgraph system is available in Appendix F of Cheung-s
thesis [56].

Figure 8.19: Injection of Nitrogen into Nitrogen.
by the fuel air mixture concentrations within different regions of the jet. To test t his hypot hesis. pure

nitrogen was injected into nitrogen. The clarity of the resulting image shown in Figure 8.19 confirms
the hypot hesis.
The results of this nitrogen experiment show that the visible boundaries seen in the shadowgraph
images are indeed the boundaries of the jet. The jet boundaries are well defined by the temperature
gradients existing between the jet and its surroundings. This is not to say that the properties of the
injected gas do not play a role in defining the image contrast. Xlthough t h e density gradients between
a jet and its surroundings are sufficient to provide good image contrast, the image contrast is enhancecl

for jets containing gases wit h significantly greater or lesser densities t han the surroundings.

8.4

Examining Gaseous Jet Properties

High pressure gases were injected into the combustion bomb in both swirl and quiescent environments.
With the aid of the shadowgraph system and the

ICCD

camera. images of the injection events were

acquired. In addition, thermodynamic data of the injected gas and the conditions inside the combustion
bomb were also acquired. Injections performed for each of the three nozzles (d = 0.0135'. 0.0200".

0.0390") utilised two different injected gases, helium and methane. The injections were performed

at a pressure of 8.6 MPa (1250 psi) into air at approximately 5'20

and 3.0 31Pn. Figures S.20

through 8.25 show examples of images obtained for injections into a quiescent chamber. The tinie
between Frames for these images b 0.25 ms. The ICCD camera settings used in obtaining these images
are as follows:
Time Between Frames:
Pulse Frequency (Frame Rate) :
Intensifier Gate Width:
Exposure Time:
Intensifier MCP Voltage:
Lens Aperture Setting:

Several images, like the ones displayed in Figures 8.20 to 8.25. were used to study the jet develop
ment and penetration rates for each of the nozzles. both qualitatively as well as quantitatively. Iniages
were also obtained at a frame rate of 5000 Hz. which provided a temporal resolution of 0.20 mn.
.Ut hough the quality of these images was inferior to those obtained at 4000 Hz. it was still possible
to obtain quantitative data from them. An example of an image obtained at this high frame rate is
included in Figure 8.26. The icco camera settings used to obtained images at this frame rate are
su m marised here:
Tirne Between Frames:
Pulse Frequency (Frame Rate):
Intensifier Gate Width:
Exposure Time:
Intensifier MCP Voltage:
Lens Aperture Setting:

0.20 ms
5000 H z
8 Ps

10 ps
1265 V
2.8

I t is apparent from visual examination of the images that the penetration rate increases with the

nozzle orifice size. For larger nozzle orifices. the jet penet rates fart her into the cham ber in the sarne
time frame. Significant wrinkling of the jet is visible which indicates the occurrence of turbulent
mixing and entrainment of air into the fuel jet. Close examination of the methane jets. illustrated in
Figures 8.20 to 8.22, reveals a jet structuresimilar to that described by Hyun et al. [33] and Fujimoto

Figure 8.20: Injection of Methane into Air. Nozzle Diameter: 0.0135"; 0.25 rns Between Frames.

Figure 8.21: Injection of Methane into Air. Nozzle Diameter: 0.0200"; O Z 5 rns Between Frames.

Figure 8.22: Injection of Methane into Air. Nozzle Diameter: 0.0390"; 0.25 rns Between Frames.

Figure 8.23: Injection of Heliurn into Air. Nozzle Diameter: 0.0135"; 0.25 ms Between Frames.

Figure 8.24: Injection of Heliurn into Air. Nozzle Diameter: 0.0200" ; 0.25 n s Between Frarnes.

Figure 8.25: Injection of HeIium into Air. Nozzle Diameter: 0.0390"; 0.25 m s Between Frames.

Figure 8.26: Injection of Helium into Air. Nozzle Diameter: 0.0b200": 0.20 m s Between Frames.
et al. [46] (Refer to Figure 2.2). Near the nozzle exit, the jet has a potential core region which appears

t o undergo very Little rnixing. Beyond this potentiai core region. the jet becornes turbulent as vortices
are shed from the core due t o frictional forces (shear) exerted on the jet by the surrounding air. The
jet appears to expand radially a t the tip, forming the dilution region (characterised by low velocities
and high fuel concentration) as describecl by Hyun et al. [33].
Hyun et al. [33] performed helium injection experiments using a nozzle with an orifice diameter
of 0.0630 inches. Results from Hyun et al. [33] indicate that the potential core extends to a distance
of r / D = 12.5 from the nozzle tip before the jet becomes turbulent. To examine the validity of this
relationship, several injection images obtained for each of the three nozzles were analysed .'+

The

results were not in full agreement with those of Hyun et al. While the length of the potential core did
indeed increase with nozzle orifice diameter, the r / D ratio was not a constant for the three different
nozzles as can be seen from the results in Table 8.4. Although the result for the largest nozzle agrees
well with the findings of Hyun et al., the r / D ratio describing the length of the potentiai core region
seems t o increase with decreasing nozzle diameter. Figure 8.27 shows the non-dimensional Iength of
the potential core (%ID)as a function of orifice diameter. The graph includes the result found from
'For details on image analysis, refer to Appendix C.

Table 8.4: Length of Potential Core w o n for Four Nonles
CI

Orifice
Diameter=O.0135''

Orifice
Orifice
Diameter=0.0200n Diameter=O.O390"

Orifice
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(Hyun et al, 3995)
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0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

Orifice Diameter (inches)
Figure 8.27: Graph Showing Variation of z/D Ratio with Nozzle Orifice Diameter.

Hyun's experiments [33]. While Hyun's relationship (which states that the potential core extends to

-./O
= 12.5) may be valuable in most cases, it appears only t o be vaiid for nozzle diameters greater
than 0.035".

8.4.1

Examining the Effects of Swirl on Jet Development

Attempts were made to examine the effect of swirl on the jet development. Because of the vigorous air
motion present in the high swirl environment, it was difficult t o obtain images that were not excessively
blurred. Figure 8.28 shows a n example of an injection image acquired under high swirl conditions.
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Figure 8.28: Methane Injection Under High Swirl Conditions. Nozzle Diameter: 0.0135Based on computations made using Cheung's Combustion Bomb Snrirl Velocity Mode1 (.+pendis

D

of [56]), the swirl velocity was estirnated to be 8000 RPM. The jet to swirl momentum flus ratio
(from Turns and Rau [43]), G, for these conditions was estimated using equation 2.1. h d e r t hese
conditions t h e estimated jet t o swiri ratio was very low (G x 0.09). For such a l o a G value. significant
jet skewing was expected based on results from Turns and Rau [43]. and Cassidy [U]. C-nfortunately.
t his could not be verified visually because of the poor quality of t h e images obtained under t hese
conditions (see for example Figure 8.28).
Subsequent swirl images were obtained for injections into a much lower swirl environment as
shown in Figure 8.29. As can be seen from t h e images, the swirling air has no noticeable effect on the
jet development indicating t h a t t h e jet to swirl momentum ratio (G) is very high

6.

Hence. for this

particular study no useful conclusions could be drawn on the effect of swirl on gaseous jet developrnent.
-

-

Q u e to limitations of the Combustion

environment.

BG~
Swirl Veloaty Model, G could not cdculated for this very

low swirl

Figure 8.29: Methane Injection Under Low Swirl Conditions. Nozzle Diameter: 0.0 135"

8.4.2

Examining Transient Jet Penetration

Transient jet penetration rates were determined from several injection images. Images were analysed
for each of the three nozzles for injections of helium and methane. Jet penetration data \vas obtained
from the images using the methods outlined in Appendix C . For each injection event studied. data
was acquired to provide a means of determining the thermodynamic properties of the jet and t h e

combustion charnber air. Data acquired included the combustion chamber temperature and pressure.
the injector reservoir temperature and pressure, and the injector lift logic pulse (see Figure 8-30 for
example).
Studies carried out by Ouellette and Hill [19, 621 suggest that transient jets erhibit a self-similar
behaviour beyond a normalised penetration distance of Z / D = 4.0 f 0.8. Beyond this point. the
jet -forgets9 its initial configuration, and hence its properties are dependent only on the total esit
momentum flow rate, A&,.
Pch-

Similarly, the only defining property of the chamber fîuid is its density.

It has been shown [19] that for large diameter chambers, the penetration of an injected jet can

be described by,
5
'

2470

2475

2480

2485

2490

Time from Start of Biowdown (ms)
Figure 8.30: D a t a Acquired for Injection Experiments.
where Z is the jet penetration distance rneasured frorn the nozzle exit t o the jet tip. JI, is the jet
exit momentum, p,h the chamber air density, and t is the time elapsed from t h e s t a r t of injection. To
validate this relationship, penetration d a t a was gathered and plotted against the product of the fourth
root of t h e ratio of jet momentum t o chamber density and the square of injection tirne. To account
for t h e limitations of the gaseous injector used in the experiments. the jet momentum was calculated

where A, is the nozzle orifice area, and

Pi(t)
is the time-dependent internai nozzle pressure as descri bed

by Equation 8.6. T h e results of t h e analysis are shown in Figure 8.31.
These results represent d a t a obtained from several sets of images for each test point. The test
matrix included injections of met hane and helium performed for t hree different nozzles. Tests were

Jet Penetration Distance

O
3

M.0135'; Methane

d=0.0135";H ~ W

Figure 8.31: Penetration Data Plotted Using Relationship Found in [19].
performed for a variety of chamber conditions. ranging from injections at room temperature and
pressure. to injections at temperatures and pressures as high as 520 I< and i3.5 31Pn. Even over
this wide range of conditions. the jets exhibit self-similar behaviour in the earlier stages of injection.
For the early part of the injection process. the data correlates well with the reIationship proposed bu
Ouellette and Hill. The relationship provides a valuable tool for the prediction of jet behaviour which
is useful for combustion chamber design.

In the later stages of injection, the penetration data departs from the behaviour predicted by
Ouellette and Hill. The fact that the penetration rate at the later stages is slower than espected
is not entirely surprising. It has been indicated that for small chambers. the gas jet penetration is
significantly affected by w d i proxirnity [19]. The decrease in penetration rate shown in the resuits here
is occurring as the jet tip approaches the combustion chamber wall (usually the third or fourth frame
in Figures 8.20 to 8.25). The decrease in penetration rate may also be attributed to the Coanda efiect.
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Recall that the Coanda effect arises as a consequence of the velocity and pressure fields surrounding
the jet. Low pressure areas are formed around the jet, due to the entrainment of air m a s into the jet
from the local surrounding volume. If there is not sufficient air m a s present. above or below t h e jet
(e.g. the bomb surface or window surface), the entrainment Bow wili cause the jet to deflect towards

the surface

'.

The drag forces created, as the jet attaches to the surface. cause the jet to slow down.

Although the Coanda effect can be minimised by placing the injeetor equidistant from the combustion
chamber head surface and piston surface, it is important to recognise that it may not be possible to
avoid the effect entirely [14]. Hence, the effect on jet penetration witnessed here may not be avoidable.
Ouellette and Hill have found that the effect of drag forces on jet penetration \vas highest for lower
pressure ratios (i.e. injection pressure us. chamber pressure) [62]. It has been indicated for pressure
ratios on the order of 2.5 and lower. there was significant divergence from the Ouellette relation. The
pressure ratio used for t hese experiments was roughly 2.8. and hence it is reasonable to assume t liat
friction or drag forces would have an effect on the penetration rate.

8.4.3

Examining the Shape of the Jet

Another important jet parameter is the development of its shape over time. By measuring the ividth
of the injected jet at different points along the jet and at different stages of injection. the development
of the jet over time could be understood. These measurements were carried out in a similar rnanner
to those used to measure the penetration rates as discussed in Appendis C. For each jet esamined.
the non-dimensional half width (r') was measured at various distances

(2')

from the nozzle exit. The

'Examination OF jet images bas shon-n that the maximum jet half width is roughly 5 m m . The chamber extends a
depth of 9.5 mm (meb m the centreline of the jet). This leaves a distance of roughly 4.5 m m between the wall
and the periphery of the jet, which does not provide sufficient mom to aUow it to behave as a -free" jet.

lnjected Jet Width Contour

Figure 8.32: Xon-Dimensional J e t C o n t o u r s for Methane Jets in Air.
non-dimensional penet ration a n d half widt h values a r e defined as:

where z is t h e distance from t h e nozzle exit t o t h e point a t which r. the half width of t h e jet. is
measured. A plot was generated from d a t a obtained for each of t h e three nozzles. The result. shown
in Figure 8.32 further emphasizes t h e concept of jet similarity. A similar plot by Ouellette and Hill.
generated from computational d a t a , is shown in Figure 8.33.
Given t h a t t h e visible jet contours (seen in t h e images) represent t h e t hin flammable region of t h e

Figure 8.33: Equivalence Ratio Contours for a Transient Xatural Gas Jet in .Air [19].
jet [JO. 321, it can be reasoned that the contours of Figure 8.32 correspond to a n equivalence ratio
of between 0.5 and 1 as shown in Figure 8.33. Hence, a comparison of the experimental data to the
computational data of Ouellette [NI, demonst rates reasonably good agreement. More important 1the data from the three different nozzles collapses nearly to a single contour. Similarity is especially
strong for the body of the jet. Note however. that the jet contours do diverge somewhat at t h e jet
tips.

The jet self-similarity demonstrated here provides an invaluable design tool for use in gaseous fuel
direct injection engine development. üsing the data presented here. the shape of the injected fuel jet
can be estimated for any injection and/or chamber conditions. This is especially useful when deciding
on desired glow plug placement. Based on computational results from Tang [JO]. it has been established
that the glow plug should be placed in the first twethirds of the chamber in the periphery of the jet.
This provides information on the ideal position of the glow plug relative to the jet. In conjunction
with this information, an exact geometric placement of the glow plug can be deduced using the results

Table 8.5: Test Matrix of Different Glow Plug Positions.
Nozzle Rotation

1

Distance from Nozzle Exit
0.143" 1
0.293"

of Figures 8.32 and 8.33. The divergence of the jet data at the tip is of rio great concern since the area
of interest for glow plug placement is in the body of jet immediately after the potential core region. It
is in this area where the rnixing and flow conditions provide the ideal environment For ignition [-LOI. It

is also in this area where the jets appear to exhibit the greatest self-sirnilarity as shown i n Figure X.3.L.

To summarise, the results shown in Figure 8.32. can and should be used in combustion chamber
design as a tool for determining optimal placement of ignition devices.

8.5

Examining Jet Interaction with the Glow Plug

Injection images were obtained with the glow plug activated so that the interaction betlveen the jet
and the glow plug could be studied. Injections were performed using two different nozzles \vit h orifice
diameters of 0.0135 and 0.0200 inches respectively. Gas jet interaction was observed for four differeiit
glow plug configurations. Glow plugs were tested at two different radial positions. such that the glow
plug surface was located a distance of 0.143 or 0.293 inches from the nozzle exit. For each radial
position. two angular orientations were tested. The nozzle was rotated in relation to the glow plug
such that the centreline of the jet was oriented 20' or 30° From the centre of the glow pplg body. The
test matrix, consisting of the four different glow plug positions, is sumrnarised in Table 8.5. These
positions correspond to glow plug locations A, Bo C and D as illustrated in Figure 8.34.
Images acquired for each of the aforementioned test conditions were examined to note the degree
of jet asymmetry resulting from the presence of the glow plug. There nrere some noticeable trends in

Figure 8.34: Illustration of Different Glow Plug Locations Tested by Tang [40].

Figure 8.35: Shadowgraph Image When the Glow Plug is Not -4ctivated.
jet behaviour. J e t deflection appeared t o be more severe for jets originating from the srnaller orifice
nozzle. As well, the jet was also more greatly affected by the glow plug located 0.293 inches from the
nozzle. (roughly at t h e hdfway point in the chamber) in comparison t o the glow plug located 0.143
inches from the nozzle. And, not surprisingly, jet deflection nras more pronounced for jets emerging

a t a n angle of 20" than for those emerging at 30".
Unfortunately. it was only possible t o identify generaI trends in the jet behaviour because of t h e
poor quality of images obtained for these experiments. Image quality suffered primariIy because of
heat stresses int roduced by t h e presence of the glow plug. Figure 5.35 shows t h e shadowgraph image
a s it appeared when t h e glow plug was not activated. When the glow plug was turned on. heat stresses

o n t h e mirror resulted in t h e appearance of fringes on the mirror surface (and hence the shadowgraph
image), as illustrated by Figure 8.36. Further hampering image quality at high pressures was the
presence of a high degree of convective air motion occurring in the vicinity of t h e glow plug. -4s sliown
in Figure 8.37: the convective air motion causes severe distortion of the image in t h e area above and
around t h e glow plug. Because of t h e poor image quality, it was not possible t o make observations on
t h e finer details of t h e jet structure. Analysis was limited t o the determination of general trends in
t h e development of t h e shape of the jet.

Figure 8.36: Image Showing Fringes Present W h e n the Glow Plug is -4ctivated.

Figure 8.37: Image Showing the Convective Air Motion Present When the Glow Plug is Activated in
a High Pressure Environment.

The shape of the jet was studied t o observe trends in jet development as ive11 as to note the
degree of jet asymmetry present for a given test condition. Hence. the effect of the glow plug on jet
development could be studied as a function of glow plug position and nozzle size. Unfortunatel- t h e
poor image quality led t o analytical difficulties resulting in a significant degree of scatter in the jet
development data. However, for the most part, the data was sufficiently coherent to demonstrate the
presence or absence of jet asymmetry for a given glow plug orientation. The exception is gloiv plug
location B; images obtained for this configuration were so poor t hat it was not possible to obtain a n u
reliable data. The data that was obtained was used to calculate the non-dimensional jet shape

(1-)

as a function of the non-dimensional penetration distance (zt). For a given penetration distance. z .

the jet shape was estimated by rneasuring the distance r , from the jet centreline t o the jet peripher.
Using d a t a acquired to provide the jet and chamber properties, it was possible to convert these datuni
to their respective non-dimensional values.

t*

and r*

The results are sumrnarised in the following

paragraphs.

As stated previously, jet deflection was most pronounced for the smaller (0.01:35") nozzle. The
degree of deflection decreased slightly as the jet was rotated away frorn the glow plug from 'LOU to :3OU.
Figures 8.38 and 8.39 show the d a t a obtained from jets interacting with the glow plug a t positions .4
and D respectivel- Though there is a significant amount of scatter in the data. the trends are still
clear. There is noticeable jet asymmetry in the data obtained for both of these test points. For hotli
cases, the jets exhibit good symmetry in the eady part of the jet. -4s the jet approaches and penet rates
past the glow plug, the jet is deflected slightly due to the presence of the glow plug. -4s espected. the
degree of jet deflection or asymmetry appears t o be slightly more prominent for the glow plug located
a t A. At both positions A and D, the deflection of the jet was such that the glow plug made contact
'1t is important to state at this point that, because of the poor image quality in the vianity of the glor plug. it was
often only possible to analyse the jet after it had coilided with the chamber wall. This resuited in spreading of the tip of
the jet (relative to jet data obtained with no glow plug itr place). This point was taken into consideration in the drawing
of conciusions about the shape of the jet.

lnjected Jet Contour
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Glow Plug A (Noule Diameter = 0.0135")

Figure 8.38: Jet Contour for -Methane Jets Interacting with a Glow Plug at Position -4.
with the jet periphery. An example of an image obtained for a jet interacting with the glow plug at
position D is included in Figure 8.40. Note how the jet makes contact wit h t h e glow plug and is t hen
defiected slightly in its direction.

Images of injections from t h e 0.0200" nozzle do not show any significant jet deflection as tvas visible
for the smaller nozzle. Figures 8.41 and 8.4'2 show data obtained for the 0.0200" nozzle for glow plug
locations -4and D respectively. (The divergence of data at the tip of the jet is d u e to the lact that
the jet has dready collided with the chamber wall). Although there is some asymmetry in the jet as
it passes the glow plug at location A, this behaviour is certainly not as pronounced as that for the
smaller (0.0135'' diameter) nozzle. With the glow plug located at D.the jet is essentially symmetric.
It is clear that t h e jet does not exhibit self-similarity when it cornes to interaction with the glow plug.
From the evidence presented here, it appears that the degree of interaction increases wit h decreasing

lnjected Jet Contour
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Figure 8.39: Jet Contour for Methane Jets Interacting with a Glow Plug at Position D.

Figure 8.40: Image Showing Interaction of an Injected Jet with the Glow Plug at D.

lnjected Jet Contour
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Figure 8.41: Jet Contour for Methane Jets Interacting with a Glow Plug at Position -4.
nozzle diameter. In fact, for the larger nozzle. the interaction is minimal.
Tests carried out for the glow plug located at positions B and C revealed little in terms of the
effects on jet development. Images obtained for the glow plug at B were of such poor quality t hat no
reliable information could be extracted from them. For the glow plug located at C. it rvas possible
to obtain relatively clear images, however it was not possible to observe the jet in the vicinity of the
glow plug because of distortion of the image in this area. Hence. it was not possible to study t h e
direct interaction of the jet wit h the glow plug. However. the effect of the glow plug on the overall jet
shape could be observed. As shown in Figures 8.43 and 8.44, the shape of the jet after the glow plug
is essentially symmetric. Therefore, while the degree of interaction of the jet with the glow plug is not
known, it con be concluded that the presence of the glow plug has a negligible effect on the overall jet
development. It is likely that the jet is not making contact with the glow plug in this configuration.
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Figure 8.42: Jet Contour for Methane Jets Interacting with a Glow Plug at Position D.
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Figure 8.43: Jet Contour for Methane Jets Interacting rvith a Gloiv Plug a t Position C'.
T h e glow plug is located at a point where the jet momentum is very high. and hence its presence is
not likely t o affect the development of the jet. It is possible, however. for ignition t o occur wit h a
glow plug a t this location (C). T h e motivation behind placing the glow plug here Kas t o add heat
energy t o the air t h a t is entrained into the jet during the early stages of development. -4s t h e hot air
is entrained into t h e periphery of the jet, it may raise t h e temperature of the misture t o the extent
t h a t t h e conditions for ignition a r e satisfied. Unfortunatel- it cannot be conclusivel~stated if these
conditions have been achieved without actually performing ignition tests. Hence. a t t his point. it can
only be stated t h a t the effect o n overall jet development for this particular orientation is minimal.
In contrast, some valuable conclusions can be drawn from the results of tests carried out with
the glow plug located at A and D. As a jet develops, air is entrained into the periphery of the
jet from the surrounding air. -4s t h e jet passes t h e glow plug, the air available for entrainment is

lnjected Jet Contour
Glow Plug C (Noule Diameter = 0.0200")

Figure 8.44: Jet Contour for blethane Jets Interacting with a Glow Plug at Position C'.

decreased by the presence of the glow plug. A low pressure region is created in the area between
the jet and the glow plug which causes the jet to deflect and attach to the glow plug. This same
behaviour was predicted by Ckssidy [ U ] in his study of fuel-air mWng using a water analog model.
Similarly, Tang [34] predicted attachment of the injected jet to the glow plug for positions -4and

D.

Tang also indicateù that recirculation of the jet behind the glow plug further ensured ideal ignition
conditions [34]. While the works of Tang and Cassidy addressed the importance of g I o ~
plug position.
the effect of nozzle diameter was not directly investigated. The testing of tnro different nozzles revealed
the important fact that the degree of glow plug/jet interaction is dependent on the nozzle dimensions.
For the larger diameter nozzle, jet deflection was essentially negligible. In contrast. jet deflection for
the smaller nozzle was quite pronounced. The implications are clear, use of a srnaller nozzle increases
the likelihood of jet contact with the gIow plug. Even with the the jet rotated 30" from the glow
plug, contact with the giow plug was consistently a c h i e d . Hence. for the smaller nozzle. the fiuid
forces are such that contact of the jet periphery wit h the glow plug is consistently achieved. providing
ideal conditions for ignition of the jet. Because this behaviour is not as evident with the larger nozzle.
favourable ignition conditions may not be as easily achieved.
The fact that the jets did not exhibit self-similar behaviour for the two different nozzles underscores the importance of nozzle diameter wit h respect to combustion chamber design. The diminished
interaction witnessed for the larger nozzle is due at least in part to the jet's greater momentiim in
comparison to that of the smaller nozzle. Despite the non-dimensionalisation of the parameters r +
and r*, the jet mornentum still plays a role because the dimensions of the glow plug are fixed and
hence its properties and resultant effect on the jet cannot be accounted for based on the jet and/or
chamber conditions. Furthermore, the parameters of r* and z* are explicit functions of time. and it is
not possible to non-dimensiondise the effect of a body (e.g. the glow plug) whose properties are fixecl
in time. It is important to recognise these fact because they imply that although jet self-similarit-

can be used t o predict jet behaviour in an empty chamber. it cannot be used t o predict jet interaction
with fixed bodies within the chamber.

To summarise, the concept of jet simiiarity, although revealing a limitation in its application.
has provided useful information with respect t o combustion chamber design. Baseci on the results
presented here. no strong conclusions can be drawn about the utility of placing the glow plug in the
periphery of the early part of the jet (positions B and C). However, it does appear that the proper
conditions can be achieveâ with a glow plug placed in the periphery of the Iattrr part of the jet
(positions .4 and D). Furthermore. it has been concluded that the likelihood of achieving t h e ideal
ignition conditions can be maximiseci with t h e use of a smaller orifice nozzle.

Chapter 9

Conclusions and Recommendations
Usefui conclusions can be drawn both regarding the experimental results obtained. as well as experience
gained in the operation of experimental apparatus. Notably. much was learned with the use of newly
developed apparatus such as the injector lift sensor. and newly acquired equipment sucli as the

ICCD

camera. This chapter describes the feat ures of the various pieces of apparatus. out lining t heir st rengt h s
and limitations. Recommendations are made regarding their use. and suggestions are offered towards
possible improvements in t heir design. In addition, the experirnental results discussed in Chapter S
are revisited and conclusions are drawn based on the findings.

9.1

Operating Characteristics of the Gaseous Fuel Injector

The characteristics of the gaseous fuel injector were exarnined to reveal its operating reliability and
limitations with regards to fuel delivery and response times. Use of the fibre optic Iift sensor allowed for
accurate analysis of opening and closing response times. The injector was found to have a total opening
time of l.Gf 0.05 ms, which is within the design specification of 1.5 rns as outlined by Green and
Wallace in reference

[NI. The injector opening tirne includes a

response delay time as was discussed

in Section 8.1.2. Linderstanding of the injector opening and closing characteristics proved useful in jet
development analysis, and may be useful in interpreting results from future experiments involving the
injector. In particular, knowledge of the opening times proved invaluable in u nderstanding the flot\:
processes within the injector. and hence in providing a more accurate means of estimating nozzle flow
exit conditions.
Flow processes in the injector imposed some serious limitations on the effective use of the injector.
For larger nozzles, choking within the injector seriously limited the overall injector mass ffow. This
could pose a major problern in future experiments where higher flow rates are needed. A n eight hole
nozzle using even the smallest orifice size tested would likely be affected by flow choking at the seat.
This problern not only limits the maximum fuel delivery rate. but it also adds considerabte complesity
to the task of analysing results obtained with the injector. For the largest nozzle tested. where choking
was a major factor. the fuel delivery rate was found to be unrepeatable. Hence. it is not recommended

that this particular injector be used for experimentation where a larger. repeatable fuel delivery rate
is required.

9.2

The Fibre Optic Lift Sensor

-4s mentioned previously, the fibre optic lift sensor was used to aid in characterïsing the solenoid

actuated fuel injector. The lift sensor provided excellent results. with a very fast response time.

The fibre optic lift sensor, in conjunction with the Injector .Class F f o Test
~
V I Iras instruniental in
determining the injector operating characteristics.
Alt hough it provided good results, several improvements could be made to the design of the sensor
to ensure ease of use in future experiments. The lift sensor probe (the part of the sensor that is inserted

the into injector) requires re-design to improve its high-pressure integrity

'. Another weakness of the

current design lies in the fact that the fibre optic cable used is exposed and unprotected. A more robust
design in which the fibre optic wires a r e placed in a protective sheath would improve its usability in
harsher environments. Portability of the device could also be improved. At present. the wires and
optic probe are connected interndly t o the signal amplifier electronics box. These connections could
easiiy be mounted on the exterior of t h e box to allow for easy removal and attachment of the fibre
optic cables and hence improve the portability of the device. Again, t his design change would require
some consideration in the area of improving the robustness of the fibre optic cables and connections.
These recommendations are intended t o provide incentives for improving the design of the fibre
optic lift sensor so that it may enjoy continued use in future experiments. More details on the design
of the fibre optic lift sensor are included in Appendix B.

9.3

The Combustion Bomb Heating System

As stated in Chapter 2, the minimum charge temperature required to secure ignition belorv the 'L m s
threshold is 900 K. The combustion bomb heating system was devised in a n at ternpt to achieve t his
condition. Unfortunately, testing of t h e system revealed that it was not possible to achieve charge
temperatures above 520 K. Furthemore, a t the conditions tested. the attainable temperature seemed
to be insensitive to increases of the initial charge temperature and pressure. The charge temperature
appeared to be largely dependent on the wall temperat ure of the combustion bom b itsrlf. as opposed to
being a function of the charge preparation conditions. It was concluded t hat the bulk of the heat loss
was occurring in the charge delivery system (i.e. the piping between the charge preparation cylinder

and the combustion bornb). With this in mind, one possible method of improving the system would
' ~ u r i n gthe later stages of expenmentation, a pressure leak developed in the pmbe resulting in cessation of its use.

be t o reduce the amount of piping between the charge preparation cylinder and the combustion bomb.
In t h e opinion of the author, this is not worth pursuing. T h e author feels t h a t the charge preparation
system is fundamentally flawed. and hence should be redesigned completel- The bomb itself is fine and
should be used in Future experimentation. However. the charge preparat ion and deliver. mechanisrn
needs to be overhauled.

9.4

Glow Plug Performance

Although no formal experimentation was carried out with respect t o glow pIug performance. some
observations were made during t h e testing of the combustion bomb heating system, Vnder normal
conditions t h e glow plug performed reasonably well. achieving the prescribed ternperature of 1200 lï
within 15 t o 30 seconds. However, a t t e m p t s to achieve higher temperatures revealed tliat the glow
plug was essentially operating at its upper limit when a t 1200 A-. At eievated pressures. such as
t hose seen following t h e charge blow down process (x 3 .CIPa). the glow plug temperat ure \vas not
capable of rising above 11.50 K. Obviously. heat transfer from t h e glow plug is enhanced under higli
pressure conditions. It might be worthwhile t o formally examine the effects of pressure on glow plug
temperat ure. An interesting experiment might involve examining the tem peratu re history of the glow
plug during the charge blow down process.
Since t h e glow plug ternperature is critical t o achieving ignition. it is important t hat t h e behaviour
of t h e glow plug be well understood. It may be necessary t o look into obtaining better glow plugs
t h a n those presently being used.

9.5

Image Acquisition System

Experiments carried out for this study allowed for further evaluation of the image acquisition system
developed by Cheung [56]. The first component of the image acquisition systern. the shadoivgraph flouvisualisation apparatus, provided good results for image analysis. Experimentation tvith the system
demonstrated its ability to provide good visualisation of gaseous jet structure. The usefulness of t lie
shadowgraph system has, however. proven to be limited in environments characterised by vigorous
air mot ion. For instance, images obtained under high swirl conditions were virt ually indecipherable.
Problems were dso encountered when obtaining images involving the glow plug. Intense air motion
in the vicinity of the glow plug (due to heat transfer to the surrounding air) made jet analysis in t liis
region very difficult. Unfortunately, these shortcomings cannot be remedied by increasing the intensity
of the image. since this would likely also increase the intensity of the disturbance. One area t hat can
be improved is the design of the reflective surface. At present. simple mirrors are used to provide a
surface for reflection. The mirrors behave satisfactorily under most conditions. however-as discussed i ti
Chapter 5-t here is significant image distort ion present when the glow plug is activated. Furt herniore.
the intense heat of the glow plug often resulted in cracking of the mirror. It may be wort hwliile to
revisit the possibility of polishing the combustion chamber surface to provide the required reflect ion.
The second component of the image acquisition system. the

ICCD

camera. proved to be an es-

cellent tool in providing bot h quantitative and qualitative information wit h respect to gaseous jet
development. In fact, the camera was actually able to perform beyond the bounds of its suggested
design limits. The maximum specified frame rate for the camera was quoted at 3000 frames/second.
The author was able to successfully operate the camera at 4000 and 5000 frames/second. providing
temporal resolution of 0.25 and 0.20 m s respectively. The camera settings used to obtain t hese high

frame rates are summarised in Chapter 8.

9.6

Examining Gaseous Jet Properties

In examining gaseous jet data, much effort was placed in trying to demonstrate self-similarity of jets
under various conditions. Penetration data was plotted and compared to a Iinear relationship t hat
was empirically developed by Ouellette and Hill [19]. The jets displayed self-similarity throughout the

range of data obtained; however, good agreement of the data with that of Ouellette and Hill [IO]rvas
only present for data obtained from the earlier stages of jet development. For the later stages. the
jets still eshibit self-similar behaviour with each other, however the data is no longer in agreement
with the relationship of Ouellette and HiIl. The slowing of the jet in the later stages of deveiopment
is Iikely due to a combination of two factors: proximity of the charnber wall to the jet tip and drag
forces exerted on the periphery of the jet as it attaches to the bomb and window surfaces (Coanda
effect). For small combustion chambers, such as those found in bowl in piston engine designs. the
Coanda effect will likely play a significant role in jet development. It ivould be valuabie to quanti.
the extent of this effect in the present combustion bomb configuration (which is designed to siniulate
the combustion area in the optical engine). Observation of jet development from the side vie\\- of t lie
chamber would provide information regarding the severity of the Coanda effect and would also reveal
the point at which the jet actually attaches to the upper and lower surfaces. Results from such an
experiment could be used to determine which conditions and/or designs can be used to minimise the
negat ive repercussions of the Coanda effect.
In further pursuing the interest in jet self-similarity, jet contours were obtained for jets from three
different nozzles. The jets exhibited good self-similarity under a wide range of conditions. The results
demonstrated superb jet self similarity in the earlier part of the jet. wit h increasing divergence towards

t h e jet tip. The jet contours provide an induable tool for the purpose of combustion chamber design.
The contours provide knowledge of the jet shape, and its development with time. which can be used

t o aid in determining optimal glow plug placement. B a d on research conducted bu Tang [42]. best
results can be achieved by placing the glow plug in the jet periphery. This information describes t h e
ideal glow plug location relative t o the jet. By understanding che precise shape of the jet. via use of
t h e self-similarity contours, it is possible t o determine t h e ideal absolute glow plug position. T h e key
point of merit of these self-similarity contours lies in the fact t h a t they can be applied t o jets emerging
from any size nozzle, under any range of thermodynamic conditions.

9.7 Glow Plug Placement and the Effect on Jet Development
Methane injections were performed with an activated glow plug present in the chamber. Esperiments were carried o u t for glow plugs at each of four different positions. images obtained from these
esperiments were used to s t u d y t h e interaction between t h e injected jet and the hot glow plug.
One set of experiments was performed with the glow plug located close t o the nozzle exit such
t h a t it would be exposed to fast moving air in the periphery of the potential core region. [t has beeii
reasoned that the heat energy of the glow plug would be entrained into t h e jet and hence provide
favourable conditions for ignition further downst ream. Unfortunately. due t o poor image q u a l i t . i t
was not possible t o draw a n y conclusions about jet/glow plug interaction for this configuration. Hence.

t h e results pertaining t o t h e glow plug effectiveness a t this position are inconclusive.
Tests were also performed for a glow plug located roughly at t h e halfway point between the nozzle
exit and the chamber wall. T h e strategy here is for the glow plug t o provide an ignition point in

t h e periphery of the mixing flow region of the jet. Recall t h a t Tang's results indicate t hat a thin
flammable region exists in t h e periphery of the jet [42].Experiments performed with the glow plug in
this location provided interesting and useful results. For each of the two nozzles tested. there [vas a
noticeable effect on t h e shape of t h e jet. The presence of t h e glow plug created flow forces t hat caused

t h e jet t o become attached t o t h e glow plug. Although this phenornenon was present for both nozzles.
t h e behaviour was much more pronounced for t h e srnaiier nozzle. In fact. for the larger nozzle. when
t h e nozzle was rotated 30" from t h e glow plug t h e shape of t h e jet did not appear t o be affect4 by
t h e presence of the glow plug. In contrast, t here was clear evidence of jet attachment t o the glow plug
for al1 tests performed with t h e smaller nozzle.
Attachment of the jet t o t h e glow plug provides favourabIe conditions for ignition because it ensures
t h a t t h e flammable region of the jet ( t h e jet periphery) cornes into contact with the hot surface. -4s the
jet is deflected towards the glow ptug t h e jet periphery is the first part of the jet t o come into contact
wit h t h e hot surface. Alt hough i t cannot be confirmeci frorn t h e images. t here is likely a recirculation
region behind the glow plug where t h e plume of the jet is curled around the plug. It is also possible
t h a t t h e air motion in this region would be relatively calm which-if the mixture conditions a r e rightwould allow for sufficient physical and chemical preparation time for ignition to take place. Since jets
ernerging from the larger nozzle a r e largely insensitive t o the presence of the glow plug. t h e benefits
t h a t come from interaction of t h e jet with the glow plug will not l i h l y be realised u n i e s t h e srnaIl
nozzle is used. Hence, it is recommended t hat the smallest nozzle (0.0 135" orifice) be used in future
designs so t hat jet/glow plug interaction can be maximised. Maximising the interaction should ensure
favourable ignition conditions.
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Appendix A

Design Drawings
This appendix contains a record of all of the design drawings produced during the course of the research
of this thesis. T h e drawings represent original designs as well as modifications to existing designs. -411

of t h e drawings were generated using ..futoCAD. The drawing files have been backed up via the tape
drive and are stored on a 1.0 gigabyte data cartridge for future access.

O pticai A ccess Engin e
Figure -4.1 Piston Locater System

Figure -4.2

Cylinder Locater System

Figure A.3

Piston Crown (SIConfiguration)

Figure -4.4

Piston Crown ( D I Configuration)

Figure .4.5

Piston Ring Expander

Figure A.6

Fuel Injector Clamp

Figure -4.7 Fuel lnjector NozzIe

Figure .A.$

Cylinder Head Cover (Modification)

Figure -4.9

Spark Plug Sleeve

Figure -4.10

Pushrod Housing (Modification)

Figure A.1 1

Intake Manifold Connector

Figure -4.12

Shaft Encoder Coupler

Cornbustion Bomb
Figure A.13

Glowplug Hole A

Figure A.14

Glowplug Hole C

Figure -4.15 Glowplug Blanks
Figure 4.16

Bomb Protractor

Figure A.17

Bomb Support Stands

Figure A.18

Valve Extension Handle

Figure A 1 9

Bomb Sheath

Solenoid Actuated Injector

Figure A.20

Injector Nozzle A

Figure -4.21 Injector Nozzle B
Figure -4.22

Injector Nozzle C

Figure A.23

Enjector Pintle Seat

Figure -4.24

Injector Lift Sensor Probe

Figure A.2: System for Ensuring Concentric Location of Piston Cylinder Blocks
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Figure A.3: Removable Piston Crown for Optical Engine in sr Configuration

Figure A.4: Removable Piston Crown for Opticai Engine in DI Configuration
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Figure A.5: Piston Ring Expander (Used for instailing oil-less piston rings)
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Figure A.6: Fuel Injector Clamp for Lister Engine Head
A-8

Figure A.7: Injector Nozzle for Lister Engine Head

A-9

Figure A.8: Modifications to Cyiinder Head Cover

A-IO

Figure A.9: Proteetive Sleeve for Spark Plug for Installation into Optical Engine

Figure A.10: Engine Pushrod Housing

Figure A.11: Intake Manifold Connecter

Figure A.12: Coupler for Connecting Shaft Encoder to Ricardo Engine Crankshaft

Figure A.13: Glow Plug Installation Hole - Location A
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Figure A.14: Glow Plug Installation Hole - Location C
A-16

Figure A.15: Glow Plug Blanks for Installation into Glow Plug Holes not Being Used

Figure A.16: Bomb Protractor for Angular Indication of Injector Nozzle Orientation

Figure A.17: Bomb Support Stands
A-19

Figure A.18: Extension Handle for Charge Inlet Valve
A-20

Figure A.19: Sheath used for Ciamping Insulation to Combustion Bomb

Figure A.20: Injector Nozzle A
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Figure A.22: Injector Nozzle C
A-24

Figure A.23: Injector Nozzie Pintle Seat

Figure A.24: Injecter Lift Sensor Probe

Appendix B

Fibre Optic Injector Lift Sensor Design
An injector lift sensor s vas needed to aid in characteking the gaseous fuel injector. A conventional
inductive or Hall effect type lift sensor was not feasible for this application because of the large
transient rnagnetic fields present during injection (the injector is actuated by a solenoid). A fibre optic
lift sensor would eliminate this difficulty since a photonic signai would not be affect4 by magnetic or
electricd noise. A fibre optic lift sensor was developed based on an original design concept by Green

and Wallace [49]. A key feature of this design was that it could be instdled into the injector without
sacrificing the high pressure integrity of the injection system. The design involved two optic fibres, one
acted as a signal transmitter and the other as a receiver. The two fibres were piaced parallel to each
other and passed through the back of the injector through one of the ribs of the solenoid as shown in
Figure B.1. Light from a LED was channeled dong the transmitting fibre to a reflective surface (the
armature disc '). Light reflecting from this surface was picked up by the receiving fibre and channeled
to a photodiode and then converted to a voltage output. Figure B.2 shows a circuit diagram of the
original design.
injector armature disc was polished to provide a refiective surface for the injecror Mt sensor.

Figure

B.l: Conceptual Drawing of Injector Probe Installation

Figure B.2: Circuit Diagram of Injector L i Sensor (Original Design)

lnjector Lift Sensor Response
(Original Design)

2

1

Lift Displacement (mm)
Figure 8.3: Voltage Response of t h e Injector Lift Sensor (Original Design)

B.1 Examining the Original Design
Several difficulties were encountered while trying to duplicate the original design. Major problems were
discovered in t h e response characteristics of t h e sensor. Figure B.3 shows a response curve obtained
via t h e lift sensor in t h e original configuration.

T h e voltage response was such that a separation

distance (between t h e armature disc and t h e fibres) of at Ieast 1.0 mm was required for t h e desired
Linear output. Unfortunately, the range of distances necessary for obtaining a lift profile is ideally
between O a n d 0.3 mm.

The root of the problem lay in the two fibre nature of the design. As a first approximation, the
problem can be thought of in terms of t h e cones of transmittance and acceptance of t h e fibres. It
is reasonable to assume t h a t there will not be a significant amount of reflected üght arriving at the

Figure 8.4: Conceptual Illustration Showing Overlap of Cones of Acceptance Over Distance
receiving fibre until the cones of transmittance/acceptanee of the two fibres overlap. Given that the
numerical aperture

(NA)

of the fibres is 0.37, the cone of transmittance (acceptance) has an inclusion

angle of43.6 degrees 2. A s can be seen from Figure 8.4, a non-negligible separation distance is required
before the cones overlap.

This diagram is heipful in understanding the response of the sensor as the separation distance
between the fibres and the armature dise increases. Initially, the cones share no area of overlap and
hence, the sensor shows no response. As the separation distance is increased, the area of overlap
increases and as a result, the sensor voltage output increases. m e r the peak, the voltage falis off as
the reflected light intensity begins to fade rapidly with distance.
'The numericd aperture is defkied as the sine of the half augie of the cone of acceptance (NA= sin(#)).

B-4

The problern could be remedied by installing the fibres such that they are 1.0 m m above the
reflective surface at zero injector lift distance. However. an additional constraint is that alignrnent of
the fibres is cntical to achieving any response. Attempts to achieve perfect alignrnent in this adjusted
configuration proved to be futile.

A11 of these diEculties could be eliminated if the transmitted and reflected signais were passed along
a common line. If a single fibre could act a s the transmitter and receiver, response would be reaiised

from zero distance because there would dways be total effective overlap. The fact that photons do not
interact maltes the idea entirely feasible ( i - e . photons traveling dong the line in opposite directions
wiil not interfere with each other). This concept was ultimately put to use in the final design of the
injector lift sensor.

B.2

Development of the Final Design

As discussed, the final design would employ a probe which contained a single fibre that simultaneously
acted as the transmitter and receiver. This required the coupling of two optic fibres, one of which
originated from the signal source. and another which delivered the reflected signal to the photodiode.
Following consultation with the Ontario Light and Laser Research Corporation, a large core (300 pm)

fibre optic coupler was purchased ( Gould Mode1 1~-3X?OO-5O-113O1).A fibre optic coupler splits an
opticai signai from one fibre into two, and vice versa [63].

B.2.1

Circuit Design

As shown in Figure B.5, the final design for the fibre optic lift sensor utilised the fibre optic coupler.
The foilowing paragraph explains the operation of the lift sensor circuit.

A iight signal is delivered to the transmitting fibre via an LED. To ensure optimum coupling of the
light signai to the fibre, a special focusing LED is used (Hewlett Packard HFBR-1404). This LED is

Figure B.5: Circuit Diagram of Injector Lift Sensor (FinalDesign)
designed to focus the emitted üght into fibres having a numericd aperture of 0.37 (NAfibre= 0.37).
The LED is contained in a housing equipped with an

SMA

conneetor which allows for direct coupling

to the optic fibre. The LED is energised by a 5 volt DC power supply. A 55 ohm resistor is placed in
series with the LED to ensure that the current through is less than 100 mA.

The light signal traveis

along the transmitting fine through the coupler to the reflective surface. The reflected signal is picked
up by the same üne and subsequently split up at the coupler. Presumably, the signd is divided evenly
at the coupler resulting in a 50% loss in Light power to the receiving Iine. Fortunately, the signal is

still strong enough to provide the desired response. The signal arrives at a low dark current (250 pA)
silicon photodiode (EGBG VTB5051B).T h e photodiode has been instded into an SMA receptade
to provide easy coupling to the optic fibre. The current signd generated by the arriva. of light on t h e
photodiode is converted to a voltage via the first operational amplifier circuit. The second ogamp
circuit amplifies the resulting signal 49 times (Gain = R i / R 2 = 9.8kQ/2OUQ). The sensor provides a
linear output of O to 2 volts.

Figure B.6: Injector Lift Sensor Probe (Final Design)

B.2.2

Probe Design

The design of the fibre optic probe was rnodeled after the original design by Green and Wdlace [49]
t o take advantage of t h e existing access t o the injector head. As in t h e original design, the probe was
designed for insertion through the back of the injector as shown in Figure B.1. In the original design,
two fibres were cemented into a Iength 1/4" tube which was then held in place at the back of the
injector with a compression fitting. In the new design, the fibre was cemented into a four inch length
of hypodermic tubing ( 4 = 0.050"). T h e hypodermic tubing was then inserted into a probe sheath
designed for installation into a 1/4" tube fitting located a t the back of t h e injector head. A conceptual
illustration of the probe is included in Figure B.6.

B.3

Analysis of the Final Design

Calibration of t h e probe (discussed in Appendk D) showed reasonably good response ünearity as a
function of separation distance. During experimentation, the sensor provided excellent response over
the range of interest and demonstrated excellent repeatabiity and ease of use.

The probe assernbly hardware requires some modification. During experimentation , a slow le&
developed at t h e rear of the probe. It appeared that the leak originated in the smail space exkting

between t h e inner w d l of t h e hypodermic tubing and the optic fibre. This problern could be remedied
by cementing t h e fibre into t h e t u bing with ultra-high strength epoxy. During initiai assembly, a lower

strength epoxy was used t o facilitate easy removal of the fibre from the t u b e in the event of a mishap.
During experimentation, t h e sensor proved useful both as a qualitative and quantitative tool.
T h e relative ease of installation of the probe provided e-xtra flexibility during testing. A significant
advantage of t h e new design is the ability t o easily remove a n d reinstol1 the probe without t h e need
for recalibration. In contrast, the probe in the original design would have required recalibration each
time it was reinstalied.

Appendix C

Image Analysis Using the WinView
Software Package
As discussed in Chapter 8, images were obtained for injections of heiium and methane under a variety
of experimentd conditions.

The images were analysed quaiitatively and quantitatively using t h e

Win View software package. The analysis consisted primarily of t h e measurement of linear dimensions
of the jet. To properly analyse this data. it was also important t o pinpoint the precise timing of t h e
images with respect t o the s t a r t of injection.

C .1 Determining Linear Dimensions
An example of a heliurn injection event is shown in Figure C.1. This diagram shows helium being
injected from a nozzle with a 0.020 inch diameter orifice, into a quiescent atmosphere. The time
between frarnes is 0.25 ms.
Penetration of the jet as a function of time can be deterrnined by anaiysing each individual frame
separately. Using t h e CVinvieut software. linear distances on the images can be measured in units

Figure C.1: Heliurn Injection Sequence showing Jet Penetration and Wall Contact

Figure C.2: Determining the Combustion Chamber Diameter
of pixels. Linear distance (in pixels) between opposite corners of a user drawn box is provided as
output by the software. Measurements can be converted t o workable units based on knowledge of the
geornetry of the image. The first step is t o rneasure the diameter of the combustion chamber using

the software as shown in Figure C.2 (in this case the diameter has a value of 185I2 pizeis). Knowing
the actual diameter of the combustion chamber, an image conversion factor (Ci) can be obtained as

follows:

where dcha is the actual chamber diameter and dch, is the diameter obtained from the image. Given that

Figure C.3: Closeup of Helium Injection: Determining J e t Penetration
the chamber is two inches in diameter, the conversion factor Ci is 0.0108 inches/pixel. This conversion
factor can be applied to jet penetration distances obtained €rom images t o provide a distance in units
of inches. A key feature of the Winview package is the ability t o analyse closeups of t h e image as
shown in Figure C.3. This allows for greater accuracy in determining jet penetration distances. The

image distance (li) obtained from this figure was measured as 49.610.5 pizels which translates to an
actud penetration distance (1,) of O.536I0.010 inches from the tip of the nozzle as given by:

From this d u e , the penetration rate can be calcukted because the time between frames is known.
Al1 of t h e penetration d a t a presented in Chapter 8 was obtained in the manner outlined above.

C.2

Estimating the Start of Injection

It was important to obtain a reasonably accurate estimate of the start of injection in order to ensure
proper analysis of the event. This was accomplished by examining the acquired d a t a and noting the
precise occurrence of the rising edge of the injector logic pulse. From this information, an estimation
could be made regarding the s t a r t of the injection proces.
R e d 1 that the opening delay time of the injector (discussed in Section 8.1.2) was found to be
0.20 f 0.05 ms.

This indicates that the injector begins t o open as early as 0.15 rns o r as late as 0.25

m s after the arriva1 of the logic pulse. This is a considerable range of uncertainty in the context of a n
injection event.
To improve the estimation

OF the start of injection, a consistent method of judgement was employed.

A decision was made among three possible delay values, 0.15 ms, 0.20 ms,and 0.25 ms,based on the
degree of penetration of the first visible jet image. Jets showing a large degree of penetration in the
first image frame were assumed to be the result of a short injector delay tirne (e.g. 0.15 ms).Likewise,
jets showing very Iittle penetration were assumed to be the product of a long injector delay time
(e.g. 0.25 ms).Jets that feli in the middle of the range were assigned a delay time value of 0.20 ms.
Although this method does require some judgement on the part of the experimenter, it reduces the
uncertainty error roughly by hdf. The method proved reasonably successful in providing predictable
results from the analysis.

Appendix D

Transducer Calibration
D. 1 Lucas Schaevitz Pressure Tkansducer
Calibration of t h e Lucas Schaevitr Pd1 61-0005-2K5PSpressure t ransducer ( used to monitor injection
pressure) was carried out following t h e method outlined by Burcar in [64]. The calibration involveci
the use of a dead weight tester. The transducer output was recorded using the Nicolet 4094A digital
oscilloscope.

D.1.1

Calibration Results of the Lucas Schaevitz Pressure Transducer

T h e full range of operation of the transducer is 0-2,500 psi. Unfortunately, because of limitations of
the dead weight tester, it could only be accurately calibrated over the range of û-300 psi. This was
found to be sufficient because of the excellent linearity of the transducer. T h e correlation coefficient
was very high; R2 = 0.9996.

The pressure conversion factor was found to be 497.159 psi/V with a

95% confidence i n t e d of f5.47 psi/V, and the pressure offset was found to be 0.583 psi with a 95%
confidence interval of f1.299 psi. Calibration data obtained from the manufacturer was found to be
in agreement wit h t hese results ( wit hin the 95% confidence limits) . Furt her statistical analysis was

1 Schaevitz Pressure Transducer Calibration
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Table D.1: Schaevitz fressure Transducer Calibration Data
performed, based on methods found in [65], t o determine the accuracy of the calibration. Results
revealed that the maximum estimateci error of a pressure d u e measured over the range of 800-2,500
psi would be no more than 0.32%. The results of the caiibration are surnmarised in Table D.1 and

Figure D.1.

D .2

Calibration of the Kistler Pressure Tkansducer

Calibration of the combustion bomb pressure transducer (Kistler 6121 ) and charge amplifier (Kistler
5004 ) was carried out by S. Hotari following t h e method developed by Burcar [64]. The results of the

calibration as well a s the instrument settings are shown in Table D.2. A linear regression performed
on the d a t a revealed that the charge amplifier provides an output of 743.22 kPa/volt. A graph of the
results is included in Figure D.2. The transd ucer displayed excellent linearity, having a correlation
coefficient of 0.99996. Repeatability was also excellent. The calculated coefficient of -variation
was 0.369% which is well below the required value of 0.5% specified in the UserYsGuide [64].
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Table D.2: Kistler Pressure Transducer Calibration Data
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D.3

Fibre Optic Injector Lift Sensor

T h e fibre optic injector lift sensor was calibrateci b

d on t h e method outlined by Green and Wal-

lace [49].T h e method involved rnoving the head of the injector relative t o the armature by rotation of
the head. Knowing the pitch of the threads on the armature, a n a n g d a r rotation of the head relative
t o the armature couid easiIy be converted to a linear displacernent of the armature disc relative to
the injector head. It was found that the output of the lift sensor was inversely proportional t o t h e
lift displacement. The output aIso had a dependence on the reflectivity of the armature disc surface.
Since the surface was not perfectly uniform, the sensor output would vary somewhat depending o n
the relative angular position of the disc surface and the fibre optic probe. To counter this problem.
several caiibrations were performed. Before each calibration, the disc was rotated relative t o the head
t o a random position. This served to remove any bias from the d a t a (as can be seen from the random
scatter about the calibration line in Figure D.3). A regession fit was performed for the range of d a t a
t h a t appeared t o exhibit linear behaviour. Fortunately, the ünear behaviour occurs over the range of

l i values that are of interest in the experirnents involving the injector. Note that the zero lift distance
measured here is merely a reference point. The variable of interest is the relative change in lift as
opposed t o the absolute lift value.

D.3.1

Calibration Results of the Fibre Optic Lift Sensor

The calibration results are summarised in Table D.3 and Figure D.3. As rnentioned previously, only
the relative change in lift needs t o be known. Hence, the important statistical property is the d o p e of
the linear calibration line; t h e offset value is not of interest. Statistical analysis was carried out based
a n met hods outlined in reference [65]. The data showed reasonably good correlation, wit h an R2 value
of 0.9017. The lit voltage conversion factor was found t o be 0.01217 in/V with a 95% confidence
interval of dz 0.0015 in/V. Based on these statistics, the maximum estimated error in Mt, over a

D-6

Table D.3: Fibre Optic Lift Sensor Calibration Data
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Figure D.3: Linear Regression for Fibre Optic Lift Sensor Calibration D a t a
voltage range of 0.5 t o 2.0 volts, wouid be 0.0013 inches. Errors of this magnitude are acceptable for
the purpose of injector lift measurement. The lift d u e s of interest are between 0.010 t o 0.020 inches.

which translates to transducer outputs ranging from 0.8 t o 1.8 volts. Note t h a t the d a t a deviates from
the regression fit for Lift values above 0.010 inches. This is beyond the operating range of t h e injector
lift sensor. Above a lift of 0.010 inches, the sensor returns a constant voltage output of 0.65 volts.

D.4

Polynomial Fit for Type-S Thermocouple

A fast speed type-S thermocouple was used t o measure gas temperatures inside the combustion bomb.

To facilitate d a t a processing, a n equation describing the thermocouple voltage response was formulated. -4third order polynomial fit was applied to thermocouple voltage data. based o n a reference

Polynomial Fit:
Type-S Thermocoupie

Thennocouple Voltage (mV)
Figure D.4: Polynomid Fit for T y p e s Thermocouple
junction at O°C, obtained from the Type S Thermocouple Reference Table found in [66]. The polyn*
mial is given by,

T = 18.50 + 126.45V

- 3.299v2 + 0.0823~~

where T is tempetature in degrees Celsius and V is thermocouple voltage in millivolts. The polynomial
fit provides accurate temperature conversion in the range between 100 and 1800 degrees Celsius. The

fit corre1ates weil with the raw data with a correlation factor of R~ = 0.99996. The standard estimateci
error using this equation is 3.2 degrees Celsius. Figure D.4 shows the results of the polynomial fit

against actual data obtained from the reference tables.

Appendix E

LabVIEW Virtual Instruments
E.l

The Injector Mass Flow Test VI

The Injector Mass Flow Test.ui was used to characterise the gaseous fuel injector. The vr was useful

for obtaining lift and pressure traces of individual and/or multiple injection events. This

VI

rnay be

used for future experiments, in its current forrn, or with minor modifications. The front panel of the
VI

is shown in Figure E.1. User definable injection parameters inciude the injection frequency and

injector pulse width as weli as the total number of injection pulses. The data acquisition scan rate can
also be specified (the default is 10 kHz).Note that a n external trigger is required to run t his

VI.

The

trigger ensures the synchronisation of data acquisition with the injection event. A 30 Hz squarewave
signal is recommended as the trigger source.

To facilitate its future use, the block diagram for this vr is inchded here in Figure E.2. In addition,
a list of the sub-vr 's used in this program is presented in Table E.1.

The rnajority of the sub-VI 's

used in the program are LabVIEW standards and are descnbed in detail in the reference manual [67].
The exceptions are the Start Injector.vi, Pressure E?eader.vi, Pressurie Plot.ui, and Write Pressure
Data.ui virtual instruments. The first of these, the Start Injector.ui was designed by Alvin

Cheung
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Figure E.1: Injector &fusFlow Test. vi Front Panel

and is described in reference [60]. The remaining three were designed by Richard Ankirner. They are
relatively simple in design, and serve the purpose of organizing and recording the data acquired by

the program. Ai1 of these virtual instruments are stored in the various
the AtvrNVr directory of the data acquisition cornputer.

VI

libmries contained within

Figure E.2: Block Diagram for Injector Mass Flow Test.ui

E3

List of SubVls
Al Group Config-vi
D:VABVIEW\vi.lib\DAQ\ZADVD.LLBMI Group Config.vi
Al Hardware Config-vi
D:VABVIEW\vi.lib\DAQ\ZADVD.LLB\AI Hardware Config.vi
Al Buffer Config-vi
D:UBVIEW\vi.lib\DAQ\ZADVD.LLB\AI Buffer Config.vi
Al Clock Config-vi
D:üABVI EW\vi.lib\DAQEADVD.LLB\AI Clock Config.vi

Al Buffer Read-vi
D:\LABVIew\vi.lib\DAQ\ZADVD.LLBMI Buffer Read.vi
General Error Handler.vi
D:\LABVIEW\vi.lib\UTiLIPnERROR.LLB\Genel Error HandIer.vi
Write pressure data-vi
D:\LABVIEW\ALVINVl\TEST.LLB\Wnle pressure data-vi

pressure file header.vi
D:\iABVIEW\ALVINVl\TEST.LLB\pressure file header.vi
Pressure plot-vi
D:\LABVIEW\ALVINVI\TEST.LLB\Pressure plot-vi

Start Injector Pulse
D:\LABVIEW\ALVINVI\INJECTOR.LLB\Start lnjector Pulse

Al Trigger Config-vi
D:\iABVI EWvi-lib\DAQ\ZADVD.LLBMI Trigger Config-vi
Route SignaLvi
D:VABVIEW\vi.lib\DAQ\MISC.LLB\Route Signal.vi

Table E.1: List of sub-VI 's used in Injector Mass Flow Test.ui
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Figure E.3: Front Panel of Bomb Temperature-vi

E.2

The Bomb Temperature VI

The Bomb Tempemture.ui

VI

was used t o monitor the gas temperature in the combustion bomb

via the high speed t y p e 4 thermocoupie (Nanmac). The VI converts the thermocouple voltage to a

temperature in d e g e e s Celsius and provides analogue and digital output of the result. Figure E.3
shows the front panel of the Bomb Tempenzfure.ui virtual instrument.

is included in Figure E.4.

The block diagram of this

VI

Figure E.4: Biock Diagram for Bomb Temperatum.vi

Appendix F

Derivation of Pintle Throat Area
Equation
By examining t h e geometry of the nozzle pintle and pintle seat, it was possible to determine the throat
a r e a a c r o s which choked flow occurs. An equation was derived t h a t described t h e change in throat
a r e a as a function of injector lift. To understand the derivation of t h e equation, it is important t o
note t h a t t h e inclusion angle of the pintle seat is slightly larger t h a n t h a t of t h e pintle

'. Thus, as

illustrated in Figure F.1. the choking a r e a is defined by the line ociginating a t t h e lower edge of the
pintle seat and intersecting perpendicular t o t h e pintle itself. In three dimensions, this tine defines a
t h e surface of a truncated conical section of height r. From geometry, t h e cone height, z, varies with
injector lift, L, as,

where û is t h e angle between the pintle seat and the horizontal plane (= 29"). As illustrated in
'The indusion angle of the seat
the pintle seat.

was

designed to be larger than that of the pintle in order to provide better s&g

at

--

1,

Figure F.l: Injector

Geometry

Figure F.1, the radius of the cone varies with r such that the area of the surface is given by,

The radii of the conical surface at cone heights,

and zl are given by,

where D is the pintle seat inner diameter, which is q u a i to the inner n o d e diameter. From equations F.3 and F.4 the cone radius as a function of cone height is defined as,

Substituting equation F.5 into F.2 gives,

Recall that the change in cone height is given by Ai = L cos2 6, therefore the choking area as a
function of injector lift is,

Appendix G

Optical Engine Maintenance and
Assembly Procedures
This appendix includes various procedures for the optical engine/dynamometer assernbly. Included
are the assembly and disassembiy procedures for the optical engine as well as the cdibration procedure
For the dynamometer.

G. 1

Optical Engine: Assembly Procedure

This section outlines assembly of the optical engine starting from a s t a t e of complete teardown.
1. Install Ricardo cylinder block and shims. Torque bolts t o 96 N m. Install cylinder liner.

2. Install lower coolant inlet bracket and coolant inlet. The inlet is t o be pressure sealed using t h e
screws on the inlet bracket. A rubber O-ring is required for the mating male part of the t h e
coolant inlet.

3. Remove t h e crankcase door and rotate the crankshaft to BDC.

4. Lower the piston through the top of the cylinder block. Rotate the crankshaft t o TDC. Plastic

tubing must be placed over the connecting rod bolts in order t o protect the bearing journals
from damage.
5. Use the ring cornpressor to compress the piston rings in order t o dlow the piston to be fulIy

lowered into the cylinder block.
6. Turn the crankshaft back to BDC and attach the connecting rod t o the crankshaft. Torque the

connecting rod bolts t o 50 N a m. Replace the crankcase door.

7. Mount the spacer block ont0 the Ricardo cylinder block. Torque bolts t o 95 N - m.
8. Slide the upper (Bowditch)piston through the top of the spacer block and bolt it t o the lower
piston using the torque indicator wrench. Apply a layer of Loctite Removable Thmad Locker 242
thread sealant to each of the eight socket head screws and tighten to a torque of 25 inch - lbs.

9. Install upper piston rings (polyimide) using ring expander.

10. InstaJi block/head studs (short threaded ends into spacer block).
11. Instdl d e s i r d number of spacer shims (the compression ratio of the optical engine can be varied
by varying the number of spacer shims used).

12. Slide Lister block into place over the block studs.

13. Slide Lister head into place. T h e head is t o be fasteneci down with hex head nuts. Torque the
nuts to 50 f t lbs. No cylinder head gasket is required.
14. Bolt the cam-bos supports t o the Ricardo crankcase and i n s t d the cam-box.
15. Instaii exhaust pipe using pipe wrench.

L6. Connect carburetion system to intake manifold.
17. Connect oil line t o cam-box.
18. Connect oil tubing from cam-box t o cylinder head using compression fittings.
19. Hook up al1 of the remaining plumbing (cootant and oil lines).

20. lnstall tensioner support plate and timing beit tensioner.
21. Place the mirror mount assembly into the mating slots of the spacer block and piston. Adjust
the mirror t o ensure t h a t it does not corne into contact with the inner wall of t h e piston. This

can be tested by motoring t h e engine by hand,

22. Mount ignition coil ont0 tensioner plate. Bolt holes for the coil are located on the left hand side
of t h e plate a s seen when facing the engine.

23. Instdl pushrods by adjusting the rocker arm position using the set screws located on top of the
rocker arms.

24. Install the timing beh and set the valve timing in accordance with procedure outlined in the
Ricardo- Hydra manual.

25. Adjust the valve clearance via the set screws located in the top of the rocker arms. The valve
clearance should be 0.022" (under cold conditions).

26. l n s t d l Lister head cover gasket and bolt cylinder head cover.
27. Carefully slide t h e spark plug sleeve into the hole in t h e head cover. Attarh and boit down the
sleeve clamp. N o sealant is required,

28. Connect the spark plug wire to the plug and t o the ignition coil.

29. Connect the throttle control wire to the throttie body servo.

G.2

Optical Engine: Disassembly Procedure

This section dexribes the step by step procedure for complete disassembly of the optical engine.
Open coolant drain valve to drain coolant. Close valve when finished.
Open oil drain valve and drain al1 of the oil from the crankcase. Close valve when finished.
Disconnect spark plug wire. Unscrew sleeve clamp and remove spark pIug sleeve. Remove t h e
cylinder head cover.
With a small flat head screwdriver, loosen the set screws on the valve rocker a r m s until t h e
pushrods can be easily removed. Remove the pushrods.

5. Disconnect d l of the coolant hoses from the engine. Note that there may be coolant remaining
in the hoses. Drain the remaining coolant into a ctean container.
6. Disrnantle oil piping connected t o the Lister head.
7. Unscrew and remove the natural gas carburetor from the intake manifold connector plate.

8. Disconnect and remove the exhaust pipe from the exhaust manifold and exhaust plenum.
9- Remove the c y h d e r head.

10. Loosen the tensioner and remove the timing belt.
11. Remove the Lister cylinder block.

12. Disconnect the oil piping from the cam-box and remove the cam-box. Remove t h e cam-box

support structure.

13. Remove the mirror mount and mirror from the spacer block.

14. Carefully unscrew and remove the upper piston section.
15. Unbolt and remove the spacer block,

16. Rernove belt tensioner support.

17. Remove coolant outlet from Ricardo block. Loosen Ricardo block bolts and remove coolant
inlet and coolant inlet mount.
18. Remove crankcase panel t o gain access t o the crank assembly.

19. Loosen connecting rod boIts and remove bottom section of connecting rod.

20. Remove piston and connecting rod through top of Ricardo block.
21. Remove Ricardo block and replace crankcase panel.

22. Place a protective covering over the top of the crankcase t o protect against dust.

G.3

Quick Removal and Re-Installation of the Lister Head

Routinely, removal of t h e head is required for inspection and cleaning of the piston crown. The piston
bolts t h a t hold the crown t o the piston should be checked for tightness after every three hou= of
operation o r after every four weeks of idle time. The bolts can be checked with the torque indicator
wrench and should be tightened to a torque of 25 inch - 16s. Use t h e following sections as a check list
for quick removal and re-installation of the Lister cylinder head.

G.3.1

R e r n o d of the Lister Head

1. Remove the spark plug wire. Unscrew the sieeve clamp and remove the spark plug sleeve.
2. Remove the cylinder head cover.

3. Disconnect the coolant hose from the head. Be sure to plug the hose to prevent leakage.
4. Disconnect the exhaust hose.

5. Unscrew and remove the carburetor system from t h e intake manifold connector.

6 . Loosen the rocker arms and rernove the pushrods.
7. Unbolt the head and remove it.

G.3.2

Re-Installation of the Lister Head

1. Slide the Lister head into place and bolt it down to a torque of 50 ft ibs. No head cylinder

gasket is required.

2. Install pushrods. Adjust valve clearance to 0.022" (under coid engine conditions).
3. Connect exhaust hose to exhaust manifold.
4. Connect carburetor system to intake manifold connector.

5. Remove the plug from the coolant hose and connect the hose to the coolant inlet on the Lister
head.
6. Install the cylinder head cover.
7. Gently slide the spark plug sleeve into the hole in the head cover and clamp it down with t h e

sleeve clamp.

8. InstdI the spark plug wire.

G.4

Dynamometer Calibration Procedure

This section outlines the procedure for calibrating the speed and load readouts on the Ricardo- Hydra
dynamometer control panel. This procedure is based on the procedure included in the Ricardo/Cussons
user's rnanual.

G.4.1

Equipment Required

Squarewave Oscillator

Output O to 12 k H z at 3 volts.

DC Test Meter

Range O to 15 volts.

Extension Carci

DIN

Standard 41612 (Blue card found in drawer

of Cussons control panel)

G.4.2

Connections and Pre-adjustments:

1 . Unscrew and open the Spark Advance Meter panel and extend the Speed and Load circuit board

using t h e blue 32-way extension card.

2. Set al1 of the potentiometers to the centre of their travel.
3. Connect the osciliator to the speed input at the back of the Cussons Control Panel.
4. Connect the test meter between test point 6 (TP6) on the Speed/Load board and ground.

G.4.3

Speed Circuit Calibration

1. Turn on the oscilIator and adjust it for an output frquency of 12 kHz. (This is equivalent to

an engine speed of 120 revolutions per second).
2. Check that the digital speed rneter reads 120 rps. If necessary, adjust the oscilIator to achieve
this.

3. Adjust the potentiometer Rv2 on the speed/load board to aichieve a reading of 5 volts on the
test rneter (TP6).
4. Connect the test meter to

TP5 and adjust the potentiorneter Rv6 for a reading of 10 volts on

the test meter. (Disconnect the test meter).

5. Adjust Rv3 for a reading of 120 rps on the analogue speed meter.
6. Reduce the speed to 60 rps (as displayed on the digitai meter) and check that the analogue
rneter is in agreement.
7. Disconnect the oscillator and reconnect the speed input to the back of the Cussons control
board.

6.4.4

Torque Circuit Calibration

1. Exert a smdl load by gently pushing on the dynamometer body. This altows the dynamometer

to find its natural zero position.

2. Adjust the front panel zero control potentiometer to obtain a reading of zero on the digital and
analogue panel meters.

3. Suspend the 20 N rn calibration weight from the load ce11 beam and adjust the single Load ce11

span potentiometer (Rv5) on the 9oad cell amplifier' for a reading of +20 N m on the digital
meter. (Verify the correct setting by repeating steps 2 and 3 several times).
4, With the 20

N m weight suspended, connect the test meter between ground and T P 4 and

adjust Rv4 for a reading of 4 volts on the test meter.
5. Adjust the potentiometer Rv5 to set the analogue torque panel meter to read 20 N - m.
6. Remove the test weight and check that both panel meters return to zero.
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